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Abstract 

 

 

Although screens are commonplace in our cultural habits, our homes and our hands, they remain 

largely unseen. The dominance of digital images has given rise to the ubiquitous screen as a 

carrier of radiant images. In response to the proliferation of contemporary screens, this research 

posits a new interpretation of the screen as a spectral entity that occupies a liminal zone between 

the image, the medium and the viewer. While the primary research outputs are situated in the 

gallery environment, the research also considers the sociological and philosophical positioning of 

the screen, particularly through the agency of technology.  

 

Using the established method of practice as research, this investigation uses video installation to 

explore the ontological instability of the screen. It positions the origin of the contemporary screen 

pre-cinema and argues that the screen is an independent entity worthy of interrogation outside of 

existing pictorial, film and new media theoretical discourses.  

 

The generated outcomes understand the screen as a product of the fluid interaction between the 

image, the object and the viewer, and considers its broader relationship to time and space.  By 

presenting a vitalist proposition that screens are a mutable species, this research contributes new 

knowledge to the emerging field of screen ontology.  
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I 
Introduction 

 

We know the world by what we see: through a window, in a frame, on a screen. 
As we spend more of our time staring into the frames of movies, television, 

computers, hand-held displays—“windows” full of moving images, text, icons, and 
3-D graphics—how the world is framed may be as important as what is contained 

within that frame.1 
 

As I am writing this introduction, my gaze periodically wanders from the text displayed on my 

laptop screen to a picture of my five-month-old daughter sleeping in her cot that is streaming 

through the screen of my smartphone. Instead of carefully prising open her nursery door and 

inspecting her chest undulations, I rotate my phone ninety degrees, watch the picture swirl and 

reattach itself to sides of the screen, and then proceed to pinch and stretch her image until I see 

a chain of pixels slowly moving up and down. Rather than a crisp, clear reflection of my daughter, 

her screen-based image is closer to a trace or an echo that briefly shows where she was and 

what she was doing just moments earlier. After her image has disappeared from my phone, it 

undergoes a type of technological transubstantiation, altering its existence as a tangible, material 

picture to a digital file that resides in the internet-based ether known as ‘the cloud’. It is as though 

I have two daughters: one that exists in the ‘real’ world and one that exists in the ‘screen’ world.  

 

 
1 Anne Friedberg, “Introduction: The Virtual Window,” in The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft 
(Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2006), 1–24. 
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As a video installation artist, I have a heightened awareness of the spaces that exist both inside 

and outside of the picture frame and understand that a manipulation of these spaces, either 

through positioning or editing, can be used to generate new relationships between the viewer, the 

medium and the image. In a recent collection of memoir essays, novelist Vicki Hastrich reflects 

on her career as a camera operator for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) and her 

relationship to the frame.2 Hastrich describes her feelings of exhilaration and frustration when 

trying to capture moments of live action from inside the camera viewfinder, and the subsequent 

obliteration of the picture as the motion moves outside of the frame. We know from Leon Battista 

Alberti’s writings on painting that the rectangular frame can be considered as an open window.3 

However, as Hastrich remarks, the frame also nags; it is a dull ache that creates a sense of 

longing for a limitless picture plane free from the restriction of borders.4  

 

Philosopher Stanley Cavell clearly distinguishes the frame in painting from the photographic 

frame.5 As Cavell comments, the world of a painting is not continuous with the world of its frame; 

the frame is an edge or a limit. By contrast, the frame in photography is determined by the view 

of the camera and is a crop of a larger world that we know exists beyond the picture. Separate to 

these definitions, Cavell argues that the screen is a frame: it is both expandable and contractable, 

limited only to the smallness of the object it can grasp and the largeness of the world that it 

occupies.6 Although I acknowledge that the term ‘frame’ is nuanced according to the context in 

which it is used, my use of it for the purposes of this research is based on the more general 

understanding of its contribution to the creation of the image illusion that also helps to cement the 

 
2 Vicki Hastrich, “My Life and the Frame,” in Night Fishing: Stingrays, Goya and the singular life (Sydney: 
Allen & Unwin Book Publishers, 2019), 33–66. 
3 Leon Battista Alberti, “On Painting,” translated by John R. Spencer (London: Greenwood Press, 1976). 
4 Hastrich, “My Life and the Frame,” 65. 
5 Stanley Cavell, “Photograph and Screen,” in Picture Industry: A provisional History of the Technical 
Image 1844–2018, ed. Walead Beshty (Zürich: JRP Ringier Kunstverlag, 2018), 439-440. 
6 Cavell, “Photograph and Screen,” 440. 
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history of the screen pre-cinema. Contemporary theorist Joseph Monteyne explores the screen 

as a replacement of the Albertian window through its use in eighteenth-century graphic satire.7 

Using the example of Bernard Picart’s etching A True Picture of the Famous Skreen describ’d in 

the Lond.n Journ.l No. 85, 11 March 1721 (1710, figure 1), Monteyne comments on the use of the 

folded screen as a visual motif and framing device from within the picture plane to highlight the 

screen as a frame within a frame (or “metapicture”8) that is positioned between the window and 

the mirror. In this example, the screen is metonymic, as it has a similar presence in both pictorial 

and physical space, but is also metaphoric, as it carries a symbolic meaning. This and other 

eighteenth-century etchings, Monteyne outlines, demonstrate that the historical origins of the 

screen extend beyond early cinema—in fact, they might be traced back to the folded screen 

attributed to the Han dynasty in China (206 BCE–220 CE). Monteyne asserts that being a three-

dimensional object, the folding screen can divide space while also providing a surface for image 

making.9 Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s video installation The Hour of Prayer (2005, figure 2) consists of four 

screens that physically mimic the form and function of the folding screen and display moving 

image content that makes visible the experience of grief. Similar to Picart’s etching, Ahtila’s 

installation supports Monteyne’s claim that the screen has the capacity to serve as both a 

metonymic and metaphoric entity; however, it is the digital image of Ahtila’s installation that 

emphasises the screen as metapicture.  

 

In considering the relationship of the screen to the frame, it becomes necessary to define the 

relationship between the screen and the image. Although I acknowledge that there is a semantic 

difference between the terms ‘image’ and ‘picture’ in the English language—with ‘picture’ denoting  

 
7 Joseph Monteyne, ““Veil’d on Purpose to Be Seen”: The Metaphor of the Screen in Eighteenth-Century 
Graphic Satire,” in From Still Life to the Screen (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 117–133. 
8 Monteyne, “Veil’d on Purpose to Be Seen,” 121. 
9 Monteyne, “Veil’d on Purpose to Be Seen,” 120. 
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Figure 1 Bernard Picart, A True Picture of the Famous Skreen describ’d in the Lond.n Journ.l 
No. 85, 11 March 1721, etching, published 1710. © The Trustees of the British Museum. 

 

 
 
Figure 2 Eija-Liisa Ahtila, The Hour of Prayer 2005, four channel projected installation with six 
channel Dolby Digital 5.1 sound, 14:12 mins. Installation view at Marian Goodman Gallery, New 
York, 2005. Courtesy of the artist and Marian Goodman Gallery. Photo credit: John Berens. © 
Crystal Eye. 
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a visible, material existence and ‘image’ serving as a broader term that includes the invisible and 

imagined—I take direction from theorist Hans Belting in choosing not to enforce a rigid dualism 

between the terms.10 Instead, I use the terms ‘picture’ and ‘image’ interchangeably to allow for a 

fluid interpretation of the screen-based image and to avoid its problematic relationship to 

representation in the digital age.11 As visual culture becomes further dominated by the existence 

of digital images, the screen follows suit, which results in its unrelenting (but relatively 

unacknowledged) presence in the world. I agree with Belting’s assertions that the combination of 

image, medium and body is required for the picture to exist, and that the screen and the image 

are inextricably linked. However, the screen is a complex and ephemeral agent for the image, 

occupying a space between the visible and the invisible, the material and the imagined, and our 

assumed knowledge of the screen as an alternate, transformational zone further complicates our 

relationship to both the material and the mental image. Referring to Johann Wolfgang von 

Goethe’s 19th Century writings on the theory of colours, art critic and essayist Jonathan Crary 

discusses the retinal afterimage as a subjective optical phenomenon which, prior to its 

understanding as a component of human vision, was considered to be a type of spectral deception 

that obscured true perception.12 In Crary’s more recent discussions on contemporary viewing 

practices as a product of spectacle and attention, he uses George Trumbull Ladd’s discussions 

relating to the cognitive inadequacy of the retinal to argue that when attention is relaxed—in 

instances such as reverie or sleep—opportunities to experience visual phenomena are 

revealed.13 Therefore, the existence of mental and corporeal images further cements the 

 
10 Hans Belting, “An Anthropology of Images: Picture, Medium, Body,” in An Anthropology of Images: 
Picture, Medium, Body (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2011), 9–36. 
11 This refers specifically to film theorist Mary Ann Doane’s commentary on the digital image that states, 
“For the indexical image, through its physical connection, touches the real, bears its impression, and 
hence assures us that it is still there; while the digital image has the potential to abstract and isolate itself, 
severing any connection with an autonomous reality.” Mary Ann Doane, “The Indexical and the Concept 
of Medium Specificity,” Differences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 18 (2007): 140–142. 
12 Jonathan Crary, "Techniques of the Observer," October 45 (1988): 3–35.  
13 Jonathan Crary, “Modernity and the Problem of Attention,” in Suspensions of Perception: Attention, 
Spectacle and Modern Culture (Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2001) 11–79.  
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persistence of the spectral or illusory association with the screen-based image. For theorist 

Tristan Garcia, pictures as representations are illusory and require an absenting of a spatial 

dimension.14 However, I would argue the presence of the screen as an agent for the image adds 

an additional dimension to the picture that further serves to position the image elsewhere. 

Therefore, to problematise the existence of the screen is also to problematise the image and its 

paradoxical relationship to absence and presence, and to linear and anachronic time.  

 

The COVID-19 global pandemic has ushered in a new epoch of screen dependence. The 

excessive nature of screens, as film and television theorist Francesco Casetti describes, has 

become magnified to the point where we now find ourselves living through screens in one form 

or another for much of our time, in a way that enables us—at least apparently—to travel through 

space.15 Although we can see images of our friends, family and co-workers on a plethora of 

screens and virtual windows, somehow, those people appear more distant. There is a flatness to 

the space that they inhabit that feels strange and uncanny, especially when a constructed screen 

backdrop is used to hide the reality of their location. Perhaps this is because other than the 

geographical space between us, there is another space that exists just slightly out of time from 

the world that we live in: a ‘screen-space’. Since I migrated to Australia almost eight years ago, 

the concept of connecting to friends and family across time zones and through screen-space has 

become almost second nature to me. As a child of the eighties, I grew up surrounded by screens 

but it was only after watching the iconic scene from the 1982 film Poltergeist, where a ghostly 

hand reaches through a television set, that I became aware of the screen as an invisible zone 

 
14 Tristan Garcia, “In Defence of Representation,” in Picture Industry: A Provisional History of the 
Technical Image 1844–2018, ed. Walead Beshty (Zürich: JRP Ringier Kunstverlag, 2018), 758–761. 
15 Francesco Casetti, “Notes on a Genealogy of the Excessive Screen,” in SCREENS: Genealogies of the 
Excessive Screen, A Mellon Sawyer Seminar at Yale. (New Haven: Department of Film and Media 
Studies, 2017). 
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and vitalist entity that exists between our world and the image world. Paradoxically, it is in the 

moment when the screen fails to project or protect that we become aware of its existence.  

 

Screens are ubiquitous—they exist in our homes, our habitats and our hands—and yet they are 

largely invisible. They are material and diaphanous; surface and sieve; technical and mystical. It 

is the dichotomous nature of the screen’s existence and its symbiotic relationship to the image 

that cause its ontology to elude clear categorisation. Even as early as the eighteenth century, the 

use of the ‘screen’ had become so besmirched—largely by political figures who would use the 

term to mask corruption—that a journal commentator of the time requested that the term “be 

scratch’d out of the English Vocabulary”.16 The screen—both as an entity and an expression—

has become so complex and unknowable that it exists in a state of ontological confusion. One of 

the most famous examples of this is the Plato's Cave allegory.17 In this instance, the screen is 

both metonymic and metaphoric, however, the construct of the screen as a spectral image is so 

convoluted that most visual representations of the myth are bewildering. A more successful 

depiction of the spectral screen is the illustration Phantasamagoria; Scene Conjuring up an Armed 

Skeleton by James Gillray (1803, figure 3) that shows a magic lantern projection on a solid stone 

wall. As Monteyne comments, the picture demonstrates the screen as an unstable and ephemeral 

agent that disguises “the real beneath the veil of visual representation”,18 qualifying it as a type of 

spectral entity that is closer to matter than material. 

 

 
16 Monteyne, “Veil’d on purpose to be seen,” 120. 
17 Plato, "From The Republic," in The Screen Media Reader: Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen 
Monteiro (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 73–76. 
18 Joseph Monteyne, “Conjuring a Conclusion,” in From Still Life to the Screen (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2013), 223. 
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Figure 3 James Gillray, Phantasamagoria; Scene Conjuring up an Armed Skeleton, etching and 
aquatint with hand colouring, published 1803. © The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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Although much has been written relating to the technological archaeology, architectural standing, 

and sociological importance of the screen—primarily in the realms of media and film studies—

research relating to its ability to move between the planes of surface, object, and image, and our 

awareness of this is in its infancy.19 As academic and art historian W.J.T. Mitchell speculates, 

knowledge pertaining to the existence of the screen is largely informed by film and television and 

the dominance of contemporary theoretical discourses relating to screen culture may be 

obstructing our view of the true ontology of the screen.20 The constantly changing nature of the 

screen and its fluid ontology would make a systematic review impossible, and a taxonomy created 

as a product of this type of survey would rapidly become redundant. An interrogation of the screen 

bridges pictorial and media theories and is therefore worthy of a separate discourse. It is for this 

reason that I have adopted a vitalist view of the screen by approaching it as a living entity that is 

constantly evolving and susceptible to change. Practice-led research—particularly in the field of 

screen-based installation art—offers a new method of engaging with theoretical proposals relating 

to the ontology of the screen, allowing new knowledge to be contributed to this emerging field of 

research. Using the standard practices of arts-based research to creatively question the ontology 

of the screen is not intended as a hostile investigation, but rather has been designed to incite 

provocative questioning and to build on existing research relating to the genealogy and 

archaeology of the screen. To this extent, it will become necessary to borrow from established 

theorists in the adjacent fields of media studies and film and cinema theory to help articulate and 

expand upon key ideas (particularly those relating to early forms of constructivist and expanded 

cinema); however, key discussions will avoid directly engaging with these debates to allow space 

for a creative reimagining of what the screen is and could be.   

 
19 Pipilotti Rist and Doug Aitken, "Reconquering Space and the Screen," in Vision Anew, ed. Adam Bell 
and Charles H. Traub (California: University of California Press, 2015), 171. 
20 Yale University Art Gallery, What Is a Screen?: Screening Nature, YouTube video, 1:31:54, online 
video, posted March 2, 2017, accessed November 11, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkqGLDdJ-A4.  
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The framework for this investigation will focus primarily on the horizontal screen but will also 

consider its dialectical propensity to operate vertically, particularly in the form of mobile screen-

based devices. It will consider the screen as both a spatial entity and optical device, so as to move 

it beyond representation and towards a state of interventional, spectral agency. In the context of 

this research, the term ‘screen-object’ refers to contemporary knowledge of material screen-

based devices that include—but are not limited to—smartphones, tablets, computers, digital 

signage, and televisions. It encompasses all physical forms of the screen as they are currently 

understood. Much of my discussion and investigation draws on recent manifestations of the 

screen. The era of flat plasma and LED screens is only two decades old and the touch screen 

phone and tablet only half that, and therefore our understanding of the screen as a product of its 

revised physical form and increased mobility takes precedence over cinema as the primary site 

of investigation. ‘Screen-space’ is used to describe the area that exists within the material limits 

of the screen-object. It is both a limited and limitless zone that operates between two- and three-

dimensional space and functions as both container and void. By privileging the spatial dimension 

of the screen to unpack the complexities of its ontology, the gallery—not the cinema—offers a 

liberated environment to explore the screen as a fluid, spectral entity. Although it will be necessary 

(and unavoidable) to acknowledge overlaps with new media theory and related fields of interactive 

or computational media, the art world still presents an alternative to the singular popular 

imperative of mainstream cinema (in its now various forms) where boundaries can be tested more 

readily, and innovation can be recognised outside of popular acclaim. Using the example of the 

2001 netcam streamed performance Water from the Mouth by artist Mike Parr, in which the artist, 

locked in a room at a contemporary art centre, was starved of food for over 290 hours, art historian 

Terry Smith promotes the screened surface as the site of exchange between states of enervation 

and innervation.21 Smith observes that the visceral or corporeal enervation Parr was experiencing 

 
21 Terry Smith, Art to Come: Histories of Contemporary Art (Durham: Duke University Press, 2019), loc. 
1225 of 11242, Kindle Edition. 
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was only seen by the viewers as a screened surface or image that then had a relational effect of 

innervation on the viewers. This demonstrates that contemporary art offers a site to examine the 

screen though the scrutiny of the white cube, and in exchange, the screen fulfils the need for 

contemporary art to be anticipatory and on the verge of self-transformation. 

 

Issues relating to the technological composition and archaeology of the screen, although 

referenced at relevant points, will not take precedence throughout this investigation. Taking 

direction from Marshall McLuhan22 and Lev Manovich,23 the ‘screen-based image’ in this context 

refers exclusively to those images that are reliant on the screen-object to exist. This includes 

images that are displayed on screen, but also those that are manufactured by—and pass 

through—the screen. I will largely draw upon debates surrounding the moving image, but it will 

also become necessary to engage with discussions relating to static material images, such as 

paintings and photographs. Although certain aspects of my approach could be described as 

autoethnographic, the aesthetic concerns associated with my creative enquiry are best 

encapsulated by the more general terms ‘practice-led’ or ‘studio-based’ research, as this 

specifically locates it in the context of contemporary visual arts. When attempting to undertake an 

investigation that aims to explore ontological instability, I refer to Heewon Chang’s writing on 

autoethnography as a method.24 The autoethnographic approach allows for self-reflection that 

can be used to record direct and personal responses to the research that may lead to fresh 

perspectives.25 I borrow from contemporary theorists Patricia Leavy26 and Estelle Barrett27 when 

 
22 Marshall McLuhan, “The Medium Is the Message,” in Picture Industry: A Provisional History of the 
Technical Image 1844–2018, ed. Walead Beshty (Zürich: JRP Ringier Kunstverlag, 2018), 397–399. 
23 Lev Manovich, "A Screen’s Genealogy," in The Language of New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
2001), 96. 
24 Heewon Chang, Autoethnography as Method (New York, NY: Routledge, 2016), 89. 
25 Chang, “Autoethnography as Method,” 89. 
26 Patricia Leavy, Method Meets Art: Arts-Based Research Practice (New York, NY: The Guilford Press, 
2009), 9. 
27 Estelle Barrett, “Introduction,” in Practice as Research: Approaches to Creative Arts Enquiry, ed. Estelle 
Barrett and Barbara Bolt (London: I.B.Tauris & Co Ltd., 2010), 1. 
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outlining my interpretation and application of the practice-led research methodology. Studio 

research will take the form of screen-based installation works that explore the quiescent and 

unexplored attributes of the screen. I will also use exemplars from contemporary fine art 

practitioners and film and cinema. This exegesis comprises three chapters that loosely follow art 

historian Noam M. Elcott’s three paradigms for understanding the ontology of the screen: material, 

human, divine.28  

 

The first chapter addresses the problems associated with the aesthetic form and function of the 

material screen and takes a pragmatic approach to discussing the mechanics of screen-based 

technologies. Today, perhaps the most common understanding of the screen comes from a 

technological perspective—one that recognises it as a material object that is used as an electronic 

interface or display. In this chapter, I acknowledge the technological genealogy of the screen-

object and the associated problems relating to its aesthetics to establish a more experimental 

investigation of its ontology. I will establish that the existence of the screen is reliant upon the 

indexical co-existence of both the screen-object and the screen-based image. I will then address 

the fetishisation of the contemporary screen-object as a barely visible, self-effacing entity that 

causes the screen to become the object of consumer identity and functionality. The chapter will 

conclude with an examination of loss and corruption—specifically in relation to screen-reliant 

artworks—that is caused by the constant technological evolution of the screen.  

 

Studio-based research outcomes will be primarily concerned with an interrogation of the material 

screen by examining its physical substrates and the tensions that arise from incompatibilities that 

 
28 Noam M. Elcott’s three distinct paradigms—material, human, and divine—take cues from architecture, 
painting, and experimental cinema to map a centuries-long encounter with vertical screens, from 
portraiture to film celluloid. Craig Buckley, Rüdiger Campe, and Francesco Casetti, “Introduction,” in 
Screen Genealogies: From Optical Device to Environmental Medium, eds. Craig Buckley, Rüdiger Campe 
and Francesco Casetti (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2019), 21–22. 
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occur inside screen-space. I explore this through the video installation Hooked to the Silver 

Screen (2017, figures 7 and 8) that uses material substrates and the projected image to create a 

layering of screens across two- and three-dimensional space to activate an unseen space that 

exists beyond the screen. I also challenge the collapse of the screen-object and screen-based 

image through distortions in scale, quality and size in the work Small Screen, Big Mountain (2019, 

figure 10). Lastly, the interactive mise-en-scène Fly Over Mountains (2018, figures 15 and 16), 

developed as part of a studio residency at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity in Canada, 

expands upon the concept of the environmental screen by creating a haptic, temporal space that 

enables fluid exchange between the screen-object and screen-based image to de-stabilise the 

ontology of all elements. 

  

I am persuaded by Craig Buckley, Rüdiger Campe and Francesco Casetti’s conclusive argument 

that the material screen continually exceeds its optical histories.29 Although the screen leaves 

behind material artefacts, it is in a constant state of flux and its material form is influenced by our 

changing relationship to the screen-based image. I caution against a presumptive interpretation 

of the screen as an anachronic entity, but also discuss the redemptive qualities of the material 

screen in enabling a more haptic style of viewing. I am using the terms ‘anachronic’ and 

‘anachrony’ as introduced into visual arts discourse by Keith Moxey to signify a condition of 

‘outside of time’ or traditional temporality.30 I have intentionally avoided interactive media 

explorations of the screen that use Artificial Intelligence–based creative visualisation, so as to 

limit the scope of the research and to anchor this investigation in contemporary fine art practice. 

Although I acknowledge the ability of new media technologies to expand the screen’s function 

beyond the optical, I am not directly engaging with more experimental technological forms. 

 
29 Buckley, Campe and Casetti, “Introduction,” 7. 
30 Keith Moxey, Visual Time: The Image in History (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2013). 
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Rather, I favour a more creative reimagining of current screens that is in line with practical 

research undertaken in the field of screen-reliant installation art. 

 
The second chapter considers the projected screen and its relationship to human concerns 

relating to longing and nostalgia, absence and presence. In this body of research, the projected 

screen refers to both its mechanical definition as an image composed of an image or light thrown 

from a specific source, but also to the phenomenological projection of emotional concepts and 

ideas, primarily relating to the spiritual, deceased or imaginary. The key theoretical discussion is 

informed by the phenomenological realists Edmund Husserl, Jacques Derrida and Martin 

Heidegger. By exercising the metaphor of screens as ghosts, this chapter draws on the Lacanian 

model of the screen as a type of virtual scrim31 and discusses the history of the séance as a site 

for spiritual and image exchange. It will draw upon examples from early cinema that include the 

magic lantern and phantasmagoria to explore the screen as both a spectral entity and site of 

transformation. Using video installation as my primary method of exploration, I use both analogue 

and digital technologies to expose the spectral layers of the screen and to explore the possibility 

of moving between screen-space and real space. 

 

My video work Staring back, unblinking (2019, figure 32) expands the spectral dimensions of the 

moving image from within the material surface of the screen by filming select scenes from iconic 

ghost films as they were reflected onto the surface of blank monitor screens. Midnight Runners 

(2017–18, figures 34 and 35) is a sixteen-millimetre (16mm) film installation that brings together 

the mechanical process of film projection and the immersive nature of cinema to explore new 

relationships to the screen and the moving image. The work draws attention to the contrasting 

orientations of the vertical celluloid strips, the dynamic square image and the expansive horizontal 

 
31 Jacques Lacan, “What is a Picture?” in The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis (London: 
Routledge, 2018), 105–119. 
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screen. Hand of the Ghost (2019, figures 36 and 37) is a large-scale video work that considers 

time as a key component of the human or projected screen. Composed of a sequence of fifteen 

16mm images that are played digitally at a rate of one frame per twenty-four seconds, the work 

reverses the frequency of frames to time to redirect the attention of the viewer from the content 

of the moving image to the presence of the screen. Ghost Light (2019, figure 47) is a two-channel, 

screen-based work that uses digitally altered 16mm film footage to reverse the connection 

between the surface of the screen and touch. The work favours agency over performance to 

empower the screen-based image and to transform the screen into a type of contact zone. Rather 

than being synchronic, the work is anachronic; the images on each screen intentionally fall out of 

time with one another to allow space for a visual dialogue across the screens. When writing about 

Ghost Light, Louise Curham notes: 

 

Ghost Light emphasises the twin gestures of contemporary life, the swipe and the 

scroll. Using your device, your caress is alert to the delicacy of the glass and 

electronics. And, as you use your device, there’s ghosting going on. You are a 

partially-absent presence—you are there sitting or standing gazing into your 

device, your attention inside the pool of the screen, buying your loo paper, talking 

to your mum, checking out the activity of the internet. Your fingers are swiping and 

scrolling, making this happen but you don’t notice them. Inside Ghost Light, instead 

of fingers we forget all about, we find fingers that walk, fingers that are the centre 

of attention, fingers we empathise with.32  

 

In Ghost Light, Hand of the Ghost and Midnight Runners, analogue technology is used as a stand-

in for embodiment to create a haptic connection to the process of viewing. We know from Jean 

 
32 "What’s going on in Ghost Light?” accessed July 30, 2020, 
https://www.gallery.photoaccess.org.au/ghost-light-catalogue. 
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Baudrillaud’s writings on the screen-as-self that the collapse of the dialectics of private and public, 

inside and outside have transformed us into screens, 33 but as Kirstie Skinner argues, the concept 

of humans as screens is problematic, as we would be unable to generate analytical commentary 

if we were reduced purely to the form of “surface”.34 This research acknowledges the connection 

of the body—and more specifically the viewer—to the screen, but approaches it with caution, by 

rejecting the entanglement of the screen-based image with celebrity in favour of more 

transformational thinking relating to the screen as an alternate dimension or spectral being.  

 

Building on discussions explored in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 will consider the screen as a mystical 

entity and will ruminate on concepts that understand the screen as a radiant, divine entity. Rather 

than an exploration of the divine, architectural screen, this chapter will expand upon ideas relating 

to the mystical screen as icon or altar, and incorporates the agency of the artist as spiritual 

medium or shaman to facilitate the existence and interpretation of the screen. Practice-led 

research developed to explore this will include performance, installation, and painting to arrive at 

a fully realised investigation. After considering revised interpretations of current screens, I then 

discuss the future of the screen. In being careful to avoid a reductive conclusion that the sublime 

screen is the ultimate screen, I borrow ideas from theorist Antonio Somaini35 that explore the 

screen as an atmospheric, transmaterial entity that is directly informed by its relationship to light 

and shadow. 

 

 
33 Jean Baudrillard, The Ecstasy of Communication, translated by Bernard and Caroline Schutze (New 
York: Autonomedia, 1998). 
34 Kirstie Skinner, "The Self as a Screen: Jean Baudrillard's ‘Ecstasy of Communication’, Susan Hiller's 
Photomat Portraits and the Videos of Rachel Lowe," Journal of Visual Art Practice 3, no. 1, (2004): 7–25. 
35 Antonio Somaini, “The Atmospheric Screen: Turner, Hazlitt, Ruskin,” in Screen Geneaologies: From 
Optical Device to Environmental Medium, eds. Craig Buckley, Rüdiger Campe and Francesco Casetti 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2019), 160–186. 
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The looped video work I Love The Screen (2018, figure 54) instigates a line of creative enquiry 

that uses visual and performance-based methods to communicate with screen-space. In this 

video, I use a farcical invention that I coined ‘staticscope shades’ to try and see into the world of 

the screen. This is developed further in the performances TVC 1: Televisual Communication 1 

(2019, figure 55) and TVC 2: Televisual Communication 2: Screen Shaman (2019, figure 56) that 

use a synthetic headdress made from discarded VGA video connectors, VHS tapes and mobile 

phone screens; technological talismans; ‘swipe and scroll’ hand gestures; and vocal calls that 

emulate the sound of visual static. The absurdist nature of these works provides an opportunity 

to use methods that are reminiscent of existing religious or spiritual practices to move towards a 

more mystical interpretation of the screen, but is careful not to directly engage with or parody 

these practices. 

 

The investigation then moves from the mystical to the alien, exploring the screen as an 

otherworldly entity that operates as an object, a species, and an environment. Silver Leaves 

Spinning Round (2019, figures 61 and 62), a video installation that shows a shredded silver screen 

suspended in water moving independently of spools and projectors, creates an opportunity to 

interrogate the screen as an entity in flux that occupies a space between picture plane and 

material object. The digital photographic collage After Presence and the ultra-pigmented, light-

absorbing series of black paintings The Walls Shall Have Eyes (2020, figure 70) emphasise the 

strangeness of screens and our adoption of their almost alien presence into our personal and 

public spaces. The chapter concludes with a discussion relating to the relationship of the screen 

to light. The series of Mylar prints titled Dancing Out in Space (2018, figure 80) use a combination 

of absolute (or direct) light and secondary (or indirect) light to bring attention to the screen as an 

intermediary presence between the two and to allude to the presence of a space that exists 

beyond the visible world.  
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Artists should not take for granted the existence of the screen, particularly when creating screen-

based artworks. A thoughtful approach to the use of screens, that is informed by both their 

archaeological and technological standing and fluid existence as a transmaterial, spectral 

species, should be strongly encouraged. By considering the possible ontological iterations of the 

screen through the process of art making, I hope to extend upon current theoretical debates and 

discussions to inform new ways of thinking about and making screen-reliant artworks. This 

research aims to thoughtfully consider the ontology of the screen as part of the process of art 

marking to arrive at revised form of creative practice that is aware of—and responsive to—the 

proliferation of screens and their influence on the contemporary visual lexicon.   
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1 
Chapter 1  

Face Value: The Problems and Opportunities Presented by the Form and Function of the 
Material Screen  

 

 

There is no image without its material screen and no screen without its virtual image 
and no cinema without the conflation of the two.36 

 

In a small shop in Tribeca, New York, works by artists such as Nam June Paik, Bruce Nauman 

and Andy Warhol are being brought back to life. Chi-Tien Lui, the owner of CTL Electronics, has 

become one of the leading experts in the conservation and restoration of screen-based artworks 

that have become technologically redundant.37 Amid the turbulent period of experimentation and 

acceptance of screen-based artworks, knowledge pertaining to the preservation and repair of the 

original technologies has slowly fallen away and is now in the hands of a few independent 

technicians such as Lui. It is ironic that those artworks that favoured technology over craft are 

now reliant upon the artisanal skills and knowledge of specialist tradespeople for their future 

existence. Given the accelerated development of screen-based technologies and the dearth of 

 
36 Yale University Art Gallery, What Is a Screen?: Material. Human. Divine. Notes on the Vertical Screen, 
YouTube video, 1:44:06, online video, posted March 7, 2017, accessed November 11, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQbF5PnfZts. 
37 Jamie Joyce, "When Art Conservation Means Repairing TVs, Not Canvases," The New York Times, 
2016. 
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independent technicians, the conservation of screen-based artworks seems to be in a state of 

emergency. International forums are being created to discuss the preservation of those artworks 

that are heavily reliant on screen-based technologies, and large institutions such as the Museum 

of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York have established departments focused on addressing the 

technological and aesthetic needs of media-specific artworks.38 This state of emergency is an 

opportunity to examine the material form and function of the screen, and to explore the aesthetic 

and political factors that have led to our current understanding of what the screen is. In this 

chapter, I will evaluate the problems and opportunities that are presented by the form and function 

of the material screen and the effect that this has on its relationship to the viewer and the screen-

based image.  

 
 
Squares and Rectangles 
 

When I think about a screen, I think of a rectangular, radiant form. My understanding of its shape 

is informed by the 16:9 aspect ratio (the ratio of image width to height): an industry-defined image 

size associated with the high definition (HD) viewing format. Also referred to as the 1.79:1 or 1.8:1 

ratio, this standardised moving image size was originally adopted by the Standards Committee of 

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (SMPE) in 1930 to allow a new method of projecting the 

larger 50mm film format, in line with the recommendation from the Academy of Motion Picture 

Arts and Science (AMPAS).39 Despite alternative propositions that favoured the vertical or square 

screen, the horizontal screen was selected for reasons, economic, aesthetic and technical, 

although—as argued by the Soviet director, Sergi Eisenstein—its selection echoes the early 

 
38 "Media and Performance." moma.org, accessed July 22, 2019, 
https://www.moma.org/collection/about/curatorial-departments/media-performance. 
39 Mark Schubin, "Searching for the Perfect Aspect Ratio," SMPTE Journal 105, no. 8 (1996): 460–478. 
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theatrical origins of cinema and romantic ideals relating to the desire for infinite horizontal fields.40 

In the mid-1980s, the 16:9 aspect ratio was chosen for HD television broadcast because it was 

deemed the most suitable mathematical compromise across the popular aspect ratios in use at 

time.41 This subsequently led to the manufacture and distribution of television screens that could 

accommodate this image size. Prior to this, the 4:3 aspect ratio (or 1.33:1 ratio), originally 

developed in the silent era of cinema, was considered the standard cinema industry image format. 

Following the introduction of sound, this ratio was later altered to 1.37:1 (referred to as the 

‘Academy’ format) and was adopted by television during its commercial introduction in 1950, 

resulting in the mass popularisation of the ‘square’ 4:3 screen.42 The expansion of the broadcast 

image to the 16:9 aspect ratio was a commercial reaction to the widescreen cinema screen format, 

which, ironically, was developed in response to the popularisation of the 4:3 television set. As the 

commercial screen-based image became wider, so there was a concurrent desire to reduce the 

thickness of the screen-object and transform it into a self-effacing ‘pure screen’.43 This concept is 

a utopian ideal that posits the screen as a quasi-material entity that has transcended its object-

based existence through the active process of screening. 

 

The ‘pure screen’ illusion has led to a fetishisation of the screen-object as a barely visible entity 

that is closer to an artificially intelligent being than a material object.44 According to Nathan 

Shedroff and Christopher Nossel, the visual portrayal of ‘future screens’ in science-fiction films 

 
40 As discussed by Noam M. Elcott in his text, “Material. Human. Divine. Notes on the Vertical Screen”. 
Noam M. Elcott, “Material. Human. Divine. Notes on the vertical Screen,” in Screen Geneaologies: From 
Optical Device to Environmental Medium, eds. Craig Buckley, Rüdiger Campe and Francesco Casetti 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2019), 299–300. 
41 Schubin, “Searching for the Perfect Aspect Ratio,” 464. 
42 "Aspect Ratio: A Short History of Aspect Ratio,” accessed July 26, 2019, 
https://aso.gov.au/about/aspect-ratio/. 
43 Stephen Monteiro, "Fit to Frame: Image and Edge in Contemporary Interfaces," Screen 55, no. 3 
(2014): 360–78. 
44 The use of the term ‘fetishisation’ in this context borrows from Hal Foster’s definition of fetish as an 
object endowed with a special force or independent life. Hal Foster, “The Art of Fetishism: Notes on Dutch 
Still Life,” in Fetishism as Cultural Discourse, (New York: Cornell University Press, 1993), 251-265. 
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directly impacts the design of current screen-based devices.45 They argue that transparency is 

one of the main visual devices used to convey future visions of the screen. By transforming the 

screen into a translucent membrane, these films create the illusion that the image is self-

manifesting and has evolved into an artificially intelligent entity that is responsive to physical 

gestures and is no longer reliant on the screen-object to exist. The film Minority Report (2002, 

figure 4)46 uses a combination of transparent screens to visually portray the transfer of images 

and data. The lead character played by Tom Cruise uses hand gestures to seamlessly move 

translucent images across a series of glass surfaces. Five years on from the film’s release, Apple 

launched the first iPhone, a portable screen-based device consisting largely of a “giant screen”47 

controlled by user gestures. Apple’s commercial response to the visual portrayal of screens in 

films such as Minority Report highlight that materially, it is possible to synthesise the illusion of 

the screen as a transparent, intelligent form, however the objectless-image or ‘pure screen’ 

remains an impossible construct.  

 

Having established that the screen is reliant on the indexical relationship between the screen-

based image and the screen-object to exist, an incompatibility between the two may result in 

tensions between the image and the frame.48 In a study searching for the perfect aspect ratio, 

Mark Schubin discusses the problem of incompatibility and explores three possible strategies to 

reconcile this from inside the screen: the ‘pan and scan’ method, where either the height or width  

  

 
45 Nathan Shedroff and Christopher Noessel, "Visual Interfaces," in Make It So: Interaction Design 
Lessons from Science Fiction (New York: Rosenfeld Media, 2012), 29–74.  
46 Steven Spielberg, Minority Report (2002, California, USA: 20th Century Fox, 2002), Blu-Ray. 
47 superapple4ever, Steve Jobs Introducing the iPhone at MacWorld 2007, YouTube video, 14:00, online 
video, posted December 2, 2010, accessed August 10, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7qPAY9JqE4. 
48 Montiero, “Fit to Frame,” 363.  
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of the original image is matched to the new screen size and the remaining part of the image is 

removed; the ‘letterbox’ method, where the original height or width of the image is retained, but 

the excessive screen space is shown in black; and the distortion method, where the original image 

is either stretched or compressed to meet the new screen size.49 In each instance, the original 

image is altered in some way to accommodate the physical screen. Although Schubin argues that 

there is no evidence suggesting a psychological or aesthetic reason to choose one aspect ratio 

over another, image size has a clear impact upon the physical form of the screen.  

 

This does not necessarily mean that the screen is unable to respond to these changes in image 

size. Although cinema screens are built to specific physical dimensions, most modern cinemas 

have a masking functionality that enables the screen to alter its aspect ratio in response to the 

image.50 Directed by Xavier Dolan, Mommy (2014, figure 5) 51 is a feature film that appears to be 

shot in a 4:3 video format that is letterboxed to fit the 16:9 format. The lead character, Diane 

Després, finds herself trapped in an inescapable situation where she is forced to either care for 

her ADHD son Steve or send him to an asylum. With the help of her friends and neighbour, their 

situation changes and at around one minute into the film, Steve reaches into the 4:3 screen and 

stretches it to 16:9—a symbolic gesture metaphorically expanding their horizons—and screams, 

“I am free! I am free!”. When Diane is served court papers suing her for damages relating to a fire 

started by her son in a prison cafeteria, the screen shrinks again, signalling that her world has 

become smaller and that ultimately, she is trapped. Towards the end of the film, the three main 

characters leave their small suburban street and go on a road trip. As their world expands, so 

does the screen. Diane fantasises about her son’s future, a future he will never have. As she 

comes back to reality, the screen shrinks again. The movement of screen enhances the moments 

 
49 Schubin, “Searching for the Perfect Aspect Ratio,” 460. 
50 “Cinema Masking Systems,” accessed July 10, 2019, https://www.specialtycinema.com/cinema-
masking-systems. 
51 Xavier Dolan, Mommy (2014, Melbourne, Australia: Madman Entertainment, 2015), DVD. 
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of fear and claustrophobia: it emphasizes that the characters are confined to their situations. This 

is simultaneously a moment of the image expanding and the screen contracting.  

 

The reflexive relationship between the image and the screen is an operation that couples and 

uncouples the cinema of attraction and the narrative cinema.52 We know from Tom Gunning that 

the cinema of attraction draws attention to the scale and architectural positioning of the screen in 

contrast to the voyeuristic nature of narrative cinema.53 However, Mommy fulfils Gunning’s 

predictive argument that these two states of cinema are not mutually exclusive and can be used 

to enhance the visual and narrative effect of one another. The expansion of the image and 

collapse of the frame creates a visual spectacle that expands the viewing horizon of the viewer 

while simultaneously enhancing the narrative content of the film, creating a stronger emotional 

impact. Since this movement occurs from inside the screen, there is little room for confusion, as 

the spectacle operates within a field that we are already aware of.  

 

Although the expansion of the screen image and retraction of the screen edge may expand the 

viewing horizon of the viewer, the reduction or fracturing of the screen image from inside the frame 

enables the viewer to simultaneously inhabit multiple temporal spaces. While it could be argued 

that the moving image inherently produces multiple instances of time within each frame, as well 

as a complex temporality between frames,54 the clear visual separation of the screen into multiple 

frames extends this spatio-temporal problem to the architectural space of the physical screen. 

The widescreen formats of CinemaScope and Cinerama, although initially created to expand the  

 

 
52 Jacques Rancière, "The Future of the Image," in The Future of the Image (London: Verso, 2007), 1–31.  
53 Tom Gunning, “The Cinema of Attraction[s]: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde,” in The Cinema 
of Attractions Reloaded, ed. Wanda Strauven (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006), 381–388. 
54 Anne Friedberg, “The Frame,” in The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft (Massachusetts: The 
MIT Press), 60–93. 
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viewing plane, also gave filmmakers the opportunity to split and divide the screen-based image.55 

Shot in CinemaScope, the opening credits of the film Pillow Talk (1959, figure 6)56 capitalises on 

the additional screen space provided by the 2.35:1 widescreen ratio to split the screen into three 

separate frames. On the right side of the screen, a woman is lying on a bed, and is throwing a 

pillow into the air. This is reflected on the left side of the screen, where a man is mirroring this 

same action. In the centre of the screen, the opening text credits are played. The screen-based 

image is separated into three on-screen spaces but is then playfully reconnected by pillows that 

pass through one frame into another. Anne Friedberg notes that this fracturing of the screen-

based image from within the master frame creates multiple-frames (or frames within a frame) that 

offer the viewer the ability to visually inhabit multiple temporal realities within one distinct action 

space.57 Brad Chisholm refers to these instances as “on-screen screens”,58 which can take a 

variety of forms within the single screen-image, including the on-screen screen as a framed image 

that is watched by fictional characters; a tactile screen, where the texture of the on-screen screen 

is manipulated to denote the presence of another screen; surveillance screens that provide 

alternative narrative and physical viewpoints that may not necessarily be seen by the on-screen 

characters; and the roving eye of the video camera.59 Chisholm argues that unlike a split screen 

image, the on-screen screen demands the viewer be conscious of the presence of a diegetic 

camera, making us aware of the active screen-space, but also a passive, unseen space that exists 

beyond the screen. In each of these instances, the screen becomes a portal that enables the 

viewer to inhabit multidimensional space. 

 

 
55 Anne Friedberg, “The Multiple,” in The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft (Massachusetts: The 
MIT Press), 192–239. 
56 Michael Gordon, Pillow Talk (1959, Sydney, Australia: Universal Sony Pictures, 2012), DVD. 
57 Friedberg, “The Multiple,” 203. 
58 Brad Chisholm, “On-Screen Screens,” Journal of Film and Video 41, no. 3 (1989): 15–24, https://www-
jstor-org.libraryproxy.griffith.edu.au/stable/20687856. 
59 Chisholm, “On-Screen Screens,” 17–18. 
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My video installation Hooked to the Silver Screen (2017, figure 7 and figure 8) explores the 

layering of screens across two- and three-dimensional space. Comprising a collection of ‘on-

screen screen’ film clips projected onto an amphitheatre of fragmented nylon fringe screens, the 

installation activates an ‘unseen space’ that exists beyond the screen, enabling the viewer to 

simultaneously observe and occupy two- and three-dimensional screens. Although the extension 

of the screen-based image across physical space did not reveal the presence of a diegetic 

camera, it demonstrated that it is possible to establish the presence of an absent space that exists 

between the screen-image and the screen-object. 

 

The expansion and contraction of the image and the screen brings awareness to a lost space: a 

larger space that extends beyond the screen. In an interview with Doug Aitken, Pipilotti Rist 

questions whether it is possible to reconquer the space in and around the screen.60 In her video 

piece titled Mutaflor (1996, figure 9), the artist endeavours to ‘break’ the picture frame by 

attempting to consume it. Using a type of ‘haptic-visuality’—a term coined by Laura Marks in her 

text “Video Haptics and Erotics”61—Rist engages in a direct conversation with the image edge 

and the material qualities of the projected image to hint at the ability of the screen to inhabit a 

space somewhere between the image, the object, and the viewer. Dominique Chateau describes 

this space as an entire unknown world that gives free reign to the imagination.62 The physical 

shape and size of a screen is a reminder that the screen screens: it restricts, masks and filters 

images, directly affecting our view and perception. This does, however, offer a creative 

opportunity to imagine the worlds that exist beyond the limits of the screen. Established  

  

 
60 Rist and Aitken, "Reconquering Space and the Screen," 171. 
61 Laura U. Marks, "Video Haptics and Erotics," Screen 39, no. 4 (1998): 331–48. 
62 Chateau, “Between Fascination and Denial,” 188. 
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installation artists that include Anish Kapoor63 and Olafur Elliason64 are using platforms such as 

virtual reality (VR) to extend their immersive practises into a digital sphere, free from the rules of 

physical space. Although VR claims to offer complete visual immersion into a fictional landscape, 

it is still reliant on the presence of a screen, but, in this instance, the screen is the headset that is 

placed in front of the viewer’s eyes. Essayist Simon Lefebvre acknowledges that until accessories 

are no longer required to view images, there is still a material boundary between the surface and 

the eye.65 Although Lefebvre describes these accessories as being a type of veil or mask, they 

are better understood as an additional screen which, rather than eliminating the presence of the 

screen, draws more of a physical awareness to it through the act of putting on and taking off the 

accessory. The acceptance of platforms such as 3D and virtual reality signal a desire and 

willingness of audiences to consider the screen as a porous gateway into limitless image worlds. 

 

Size and Scale 
 

It is necessary to consider the spatial tensions that occur between the screen-based image and 

the screen-object from outside the screen-frame, as this shifts the focus from space to scale. In 

an interview with film critic, Martine Beugnet, writer Annie van den Oever claims that viewing 

experience is directly influenced by the size of the screen, scale of the image, and the quality of 

the image and sound.66 Van den Oever asserts that spectators have proved to be sensitive to 

distortions in scale and size, which can either distract from or feed into the ‘cinematic imaginary’. 

 
63 See the artist’s 2018 VR work Into Yourself, Fall, where Kapoor has created the virtual experience of 
falling into a physical body: http://anishkapoor.com/5113/into-yourself-fall. 
64 See the artist’s 2017 work Rainbow, “Olafur Eliasson – On ‘Rainbow’ and Virtual Reality,” Vimeo video, 
01:00, posted by Studio Olafur Eliasson, January 10, 2018, accessed August 10, 2019, 
https://vimeo.com/220790665. 
65 Simon Lefebvre, "The Disappearance of the Surface" in Screens, ed. Dominique Chateau and José 
Moure (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016), 97–106. 
66 Martine Beugnet and Annie Van Den Oever, "Gulliver Goes to the Movies: Screen Size, Scale, and 
Experiential Impact – A Dialogue," in Screens, ed Dominique Chateau and José Moure (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2016), 247-57. 
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Susan Stewart describes this sensitivity as a type of longing: a desire to realise a certain 

formulation of the world that is founded by our understanding of the miniature (or interior) and 

gigantic (or exterior) in relation to the body.67 Stewart claims that this desire to understand the 

self in relation to the whole determines whether we are willing to become absorbed into an illusion 

of reality. By accepting Stewart’s claim that the body is the primary mode of perceiving scale, one 

agrees that the size of the screen-object and screen-image in relation to the viewer directly 

influences their awareness of the screen. It is those instances where the screen-based image in 

relation to the screen-object does not adhere to a ‘natural’ sense of scale (as determined by the 

viewer) that the illusion collapses and we are made aware of the presence of the screen.  

 

Small Screen, Big Mountain (2019, figure 10) forces a collapse of the screen-object and screen-

based image through distortions in scale, quality and size. Originally developed as part of a 

residency at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity in Canada in 2018, the central image in the 

work Small Screen, Big Mountain 2019 is taken from footage of the Banff Mountains. At 

approximately 1630 metres above sea level, the Banff mountain range is one of the largest in the 

world and can barely be contained within the human field of vision. The image of these mountains 

was played through an iPod Nano that has a diagonal screen measurement of thirty-eight 

millimetres. The sense of the mountains’ scale and size collapses under the reduced size of the 

iPod nano screen, preventing the viewer from becoming fully immersed into the image. Chateau 

describes this collapse as the moment where the disjunction between the screen-based image 

and screen-object is too great, creating a confusion that ultimately leads to the tearing down of 

the material screen.68 This is illustrated in films such as Uncle Josh at the Moving Picture Show  

 

 
67 Susan Stewart, “Preface,” in On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the 
Collection (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1994), xii. 
68 Chateau, “Between Fascination and Denial,” 265. 
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(1902, figure 11)69 and Les Carabiniers (1963, figure 12)70, where the lead protagonist physically 

tears down the physical screen to try and regain control of reality. A more subtle illustration of this 

is found in the film The Last Action Hero (1993, figure 13)71, where the screen physically dissolves, 

transforming it into an ontological gateway between the ‘film world’ and the ‘real world’. Another 

example is the closing scenes of The Truman Show (1998, figure 14)72, where we literally see 

Truman open an invisible doorway embedded in a screen painted to resemble the sky (arguably, 

the ultimate screen73) and then walks through it into the ‘real world’. In each instance, the screen-

based image and the screen-object collapse, making us temporarily aware of the screen as both 

image and object. The fact that these are all fictional representations of such a collapse show a 

widespread awareness of a tension between screen as passive receptacle and screen as agent.   

 

Although an unbalanced relationship between the screen-based image and the screen-object can 

lead to a collapse of the screen-illusion, this inequality is ultimately determined by the position of 

the viewer in relation to the screen. Anne Friedberg discusses paradoxes of mobility and 

immobility, and materiality and immateriality that create a phenomenological tangle between the 

screen, the image and the viewer.74 The first paradox of the mobile image and the immobile viewer 

stems from the architectural conventions of cinema. Here, the viewer is static and the image is 

immersive and seemingly limitless. Conversely, portable screen-based devices have mobilised 

the spectator and, by reducing the size of the screen-object, have made the image appear more 

immobile. Friedberg’s second paradox of materiality and immateriality refers to the tensions that 

 
69 Tony Pellum, Uncle Josh At The Moving Picture Show (1902), YouTube video, 2:01, online video, 
posted January 7, 2010, accessed August 10, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHQPUlB6SRM. 
70 Jean-Luc Godard, Les Carabiniers (1963, New York: Winstar, 2001), DVD. 
71 John McTiernan, The Last Action Hero (1993, Australia: Umbrella Entertainment, 2019), Blu-Ray.  
72 Peter Weir, The Truman Show (1998, Australia: Paramount Home Entertainment, 2006), DVD. 
73 Yale University Art Gallery, What Is a Screen?: Projection and Protection: On the Deep Optical and 
Ballistical Intersections of Screens, YouTube video, 1:31:15, online video, posted March 2, 2017, 
accessed November 11, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idU3aYTpDWA&feature=emb_logo.  
74 Anne Friedberg, “The Screen,” in The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft (Massachusetts: The 
MIT Press), 150–80. 
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exist between the material (architectural world) and the immaterial (film world). These tensions 

refer to a disjunction between the image and the frame, and the scale of the screen-based image 

in relation to the size of the screen-object. Therefore, this movement between paradoxes, as 

activated by the viewer, may result in a phenomenological collapse of the screen into a temporal 

zone that exists between two- and three-dimensional space.  

 

As part of the independent residency I completed at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity, I 

created an immersive environment that would enable the viewer to be mobile and immobile; to 

experience a materiality of the screen-object while simultaneously inhabiting the immaterial 

screen-based image (2018, figure 15 and 16). By making a ‘silver room’, akin to Andy Warhol’s 

Factory,75 I was able to partially erase architectural references to the material space. Once I had 

created this environment, I then re-introduced elements into it. I began by placing monitors into 

the space to create an awareness of the screen as a material object. Following this, I played a 

series of looped video recordings of the space through the monitors. Viewers were then invited 

into the space and could choose to engage with the monitors as objects, watch the screen-based 

images or do both concurrently. This interactive mise-en-scène created a fluid exchange between 

the screen-object, screen-based image and the viewer that de-stabilised the ontology of all 

elements, creating a haptic, temporal space that was open to viewer interpretation.  

 
75 Referring here to Warhol’s 1962 studio, ‘The Factory’ at 231 East 47th Street, New York. 
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Figure 15 Victoria Wareham Fly Over Mountains 2018, high definition multi-channel video 
and aluminium foil installation, dimensions variable. © Victoria Wareham. 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Victoria Wareham Fly Over Mountains 2018, high definition multi-channel video 
and aluminium foil installation, dimensions variable. © Victoria Wareham. 
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Therefore, the reflexive relationship between the material form of the screen and the screen-

based image directly impacts our understanding of the screen. Although incompatibilities between 

the screen-based image and screen-object may lead to a collapse of the screen-illusion, it also 

enables a creative opportunity to explore the spaces that exist inside and outside of the screen 

frame. The viewer is an essential component of this exploration. However, technological 

developments in mobile screen-based devices are altering the relationship between the viewer 

and the screen. Friedberg argues that regardless of its size, scale or thickness, the space of the 

screen is a virtual space that occupies a new dimension and the changing technologies of delivery 

are altering the display of moving images.76 The screen has extended beyond display to 

interactive interface and now occupies a space between object and apparatus.  

 

Object or Apparatus 

 

Two of the largest mobile-screen based device manufacturers, Samsung Group and Apple 

Incorporated (Inc.), have taken different approaches to their product marketing strategies. For 

Samsung, the material screen is the focus of their market differentiation. In 2014, Samsung 

released the first commercial mobile device to incorporate a flexible display. The screen of the 

Galaxy Note Edge curves over the right edge of the phone and can function as an extension of 

the main image or as a separate screen surface. Samsung then extended the screen edge around 

both sides of the Galaxy S6 smartphone, creating the illusion of an infinite viewing plane (2014, 

figure 17). More recently, in early 2019, the Samsung Galaxy Fold was announced: a tablet style 

screen that can be physically folded in half and transformed into a smartphone (2019, figure 18). 

The name of these devices (“Edge” and “Fold”) makes clear reference to the physical form of the  

 
76 Friedberg, “The Screen,” 150–80. 
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screen, recognising it as a material object. The original television advertisement for the Samsung 

Galaxy S6 Edge draws attention to the material components of the screen and uses the phrases 

“crafted with curved glass” and “carved metal” to ornament the screen and transform it into an 

object of desire.77  

 

Conversely, Apple have centred their campaign strategies around the use of the screen for image 

creation. In 2019, Apple announced the release of the iPhone 11 Pro. The phone has a triple-

camera system, consisting of an ultra-wide camera lens, wide camera lens and telephoto camera 

to create images with an expanded field of view. The television advertisement for this phone is 

drastically different to advertisements for the Samsung Edge or Fold devices. Rather than creating 

beautiful and sultry images that create a sense of desire, the advertisement for the iPhone 11 Pro 

focuses on the functionality of the device, highlighting its durability. The screen is promoted as an 

interface that enables the capture and creation of moving images. These marketing strategies 

highlight the ability of the screen to function both as a material object and film apparatus.  

 

The screen as object is assessed on its aesthetic function. It is meant to be seen. The screen as 

apparatus is a functional, mechanical component that is not meant to be seen. The screen, 

however, can function independently in each of these capacities or can do both. In his 1975 article, 

“‘Ontology’ and ‘Materialism’ in Film”,78 Peter Wollen debates the philosophical problems that 

occur when attempting to understand the ontology of cinema and its indexical link to the 

materialism of film. Wollen argues that although meaning is transferred into the cinema by its 

material composition, even so far as to create its own pro-filmic event,79 cinema can also move 

 
77 Easy2plaYFullHD, Samsung Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 edge Commercial 2 [HD], YouTube video, 1:03, 
online video, posted March 2, 2015, accessed October 5, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-
XvvfzFpEo. 
78 Peter Wollen, "‘Ontology’ and ‘Materialism’ in Film," Screen 17, no.1 (1976): 7–25. 
79 Wollen, “‘Ontology’ and ‘Materialism’,” 22. 
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beyond representation or real-world substitution and can, therefore, act as both “substrate and 

signifier”.80 The screen is able to function in a similar capacity. However, as an apparatus, the 

screen has a short lifespan. It is designed to be superseded and replaced. The screen as ready-

made is not problematic in the present moment but requires eventual modification or replacement 

to continue to function in its original capacity.  

 

Once the material screen and corresponding screen-based image are produced, they are 

immediately dated by their material and digital formats. They are essentially born, giving both the 

screen-based image and the screen-object an almost corporeal existence. Although there is an 

extensive history of corporeality and cinema which extends beyond the scope of this research, 

the screen as corporeal object is more temporal in nature and relates to its technological 

redundancy rather than its visually tactile and haptic properties. Newer screen-based 

technologies, such as the OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) embrace the screen as organic 

entity and are developed to last a specified “lifetime”.81 As the screen-based image and the 

screen-object reach the end of their life cycle, they are subject to obsolescence or repair.  

 

The first instance is obsolescence. Having recently shattered the screen of my iPhone 7, I went 

to my local Apple retail outlet to repair it, where I noticed a video on repeat. The video showed a 

silver iPhone cradled inside a metal coffin-style casing, slowly moving along a matte black 

conveyor belt. A metal arm then grabs the phone and presents the screen face to the viewer. 

Called ‘Liam’, the large silver arm is part of a robot developed by Apple Inc. to deconstruct used 

iPhones and salvage the core components of the device. As the video progresses, the screen-

based device is reduced to a list of material elements, including cobalt, lithium, gold, copper, silver 

 
80 Wollen, “‘Ontology’ and ‘Materialism’,” 23. 
81 Antti Laaperi, “OLED lifetime issues from a mobile-phone-industry point of view,” Journal of the Society 
for Information Display 16, no. 11 (2008): 1125–30, doi: 10.1889/JSID16.11.1125. 
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and platinum.82 This listing of precious materials further enhances the screen as ornament by 

encouraging a material fetishisation of the screen-object. As the video concludes, the narrator 

finishes with the line, “because some things can’t be replaced”. Although this is referring to the 

list of natural materials, the commentary is ironic, as the material form of the screen is constantly 

subject to modification, repair and replacement.  

 

The mobile phone and home entertainment markets have established a paradigm whereby 

screen-based technologies are transient, temporary and subject to upgrades, updates and 

eventual replacement. As global markets for personal screen-based devices develop in China 

and India, it is becoming clear that there will not be enough raw materials to offer the same level 

of supply as the Western market: a market built on the assumption that each member of the 

population will own multiple screen-based devices.83 Although elements of these ‘dead screens’ 

can be recycled and reused, the majority of components are non-biodegradable and are also 

potential ecological contaminants. Unless the material composition of screens changes, the world 

will become filled with permanent material artefacts of dead technologies that cannot be reused, 

reabsorbed or regenerated. In 1995, American writer Bruce Sterling established the ‘Dead Media 

Project’ which was created to recognise and remember the failings and success of obsolete and 

forgotten technologies. Over a period of six years, over 600 notes were collected from 

independent contributors, some of which were later published in the book A Collection of Many 

Problems by artist Garnet Hertz in 2009.84 Although these technologies have long surpassed their 

practical applications, they now possess a cultural currency that can be appropriated and used in 

future works of art as a material representation of the past. Moon Landing (1969, figure 19) by 

 
82 Apple, Liam – An Innovation Story, YouTube video, 1:03, online video, posted March 21, 2016, 
accessed September 18, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYshVbcEmUc. 
83 Sean Cubitt, "Current Screens," in The Screen Media Reader: Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen 
Monteiro (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 39–54. 
84 The book was titled A Collection of Many Problems and was created in memory of Sterling’s original 
book concept, titled The Dead Media Handbook, which has so far not been realised.  
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artist Siah Armajani is a sculptural work that uses a 1960s television set as a material relic of the 

Apollo 11 moon landing. The screen is inactive; the power cord is intentionally displayed in front 

of the set. The surface of the screen is stencilled with the words: 

 

THIS T.V. SET HAS WITNESSED THE APOLLO 11 MISSION. (1) 

IT WAS TURNED ON FOR THE 

FIRST TIME AT 8:32 (2) A.M. 

C.D.T . WEDNESDAY JULY 16, 

1969, AND WAS IN CONTINUOUS OPERATION UNTIL 11:50 (3) A.M. 

C.D.T. THURSDAY JULY 24, 1969. 

 

(1) ARMSTRONG, ALDRIN, COLLINS 

(2) LIFTOFF 

(3) SPLASHDOWN 

 

Although the screen no longer functions as an apparatus of display, the television set has a 

chronological, material currency that allows it to operate as a sculptural ready-made. This does, 

however, challenge the ontology of the screen. If it is no longer able to display screen-based 

images, can it still be considered a screen?  

 

In the instance where the screen still needs to function to be considered a screen, it becomes 

necessary to consider the option of replacement or repair. In the context of the living room or 

portable screen-based device, replacement does not present an aesthetic challenge. Media 

Archaeologist Erkki Huhtamo notes that transformations in viewing culture—including viewing 

habits, home design and industrial strategies and  lifestyle—are intimately connected to the  
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development of the screen and therefore encourages its continual evolution.85 In the context of a 

work of art, the replacement of a screen may affect the original concept and aesthetic of the work. 

Kate Mondloch highlights that unlike the majority of screen viewing situations, the material screen 

is an essential component of screen-reliant art as a key point of interaction between the artwork 

and the viewer, but also in generating the phenomenological form of the body–screen interface.86 

In this instance, the mechanical components of the screen may be continually repaired, replaced 

and modified to sustain the function of the screen, but, ultimately, this will reach the point where 

the original intended form of the connection between the artwork and the viewer can no longer 

exist. This may prove to be problematic to the original concept and aura of the work of art, a notion 

already stretched to its limit by a work such as Richard Wilson’s 20:50 (1987, see figure 86) which 

is circulated and exchanged as an idea that is entirely dependent on both its physical structure 

and response to its site specificity to create the viscous surface screen.  

 

To borrow from the worm-theory solution to the ‘Theses’ Ship’ metaphysical exercise,87 one 

possible solution would be to consider the screen-based artwork as four-dimensional—consisting 

of three spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension—which suggests that the existence of 

the original artwork is reliant upon the extension of its original temporal footprint. In 2013, MoMA 

set about the task of conserving the Nam June Paik untitled work (1993, figure 20) consisting of 

a piano, fifteen Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors, and a modified floppy disc player. Developed 

in collaboration with John Cage and Merce Cunningham, the original concept for the work was 

 
85 Erkki Huhtamo, "Screenology; or, Media Archaeology of the Screen," in The Screen Media Reader: 
Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen Monteiro (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 107. 
86 Kate Mondloch, “Interface Matters,” in Screens: Viewing Media Installation Art (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2010), accessed November 4, 2020, ProQuest Ebook Central. 
87 The ‘Theses’ Ship’ metaphysical exercise is a thought experiment that asks if an object has had all of 
its original components replaced, does it still fundamentally remain the same object. The worm-theory 
solution implies that although the physical ship is altered in three-dimensional space, temporally, it 
occupies the same four-dimensional space. Remko Muis, "Four-Dimensionalism: An Ontology of 
Persistence and Time," Ars Disputandi 5, no. 1 (2005): 99–102. DOI: 10.1080/15665399.2005.10819873. 
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heavily influenced by the collaboration with Cunningham and Cage, and therefore needed to 

remain true to the original musical performance element of the work. This led to a series of custom 

modifications, technological replacements, and physical alterations to the work. Despite the 

introduction of new physical components, the existence of the original artwork is extended and, 

as it continues to occupy the same temporal space, it is still the same work of art.  

 

Understanding the existence of an artwork in four-dimensions rather than three may offer a helpful 

solution to preserve the original intent of the work of art, especially when it involves the use of 

contemporary screen-based devices. Curator Karen Archy comments that artists have often used 

mass-produced technologies of their era to comment on contemporary urgencies or to reflect on 

more philosophical or universal topics.88 Using such technologies to create screen-based 

artworks transforms the screen into an agent of technaesthetics.89 This agency enables artists to 

use readily available contemporary screen-based devices to comment more broadly on the 

means by which screens are used and acted upon. However, a certain level of caution is needed 

when using the screen in this way, as it is easy to become seduced by the convenience of the 

medium, rather than using its temporal existence to enhance the conceptual meaning of the work. 

This use of screen-based technologies, if not fully considered, can result in a ‘fast-food’ approach 

to art making that may raise longer-term issues relating to the future display and conservation of 

the work of art.  

 

Despite the assumed ubiquity of screens, there is also an element of individuality to each one. 

Due to production variables and assembly flaws, colour and brightness levels can differ across 

 
88 Karen Archy, “Caring for Time-Based Media in Major Museums,” in More Than Real: Art in the Digital 
Age, 2018 (London: Koenig Books) 98–113. 
89 The use of the term ‘technaesthetics’ refers to André-Marie Ampere’s concept of a ‘technesthétique’ or 
‘technaethetics’, a romantic concept developed in the seventeenth century that addresses the ways that a 
person acts on the intelligence or will of others. 
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screens, even in the same make and model, suggesting that no one screen is in fact the same.90 

When working as an Audio-Visual Technician at the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern 

Art (QAGOMA), I encountered a specific instance of this. Using a combination of six short throw 

projectors, I attempted to create a seamless, singular image that could be blended across 

projectors. The task was ultimately impossible due to the photometric non-uniformity across 

projectors. The causes of this non-uniformity were ultimately device dependant as a result of 

variations in luminescence and spectral bands across each of the projected images.91 Similar 

discrepancies also occurred when installing a monitor wall display that would display a single 

image across six individual monitors. For as mechanical as the screen may appear, each one 

also possesses a unique aesthetic quality. It could therefore be argued that for an artwork created 

using a specific screen, the screen is part of that aesthetic and any change to its material form 

directly affects the aura of the work of art, leaving it susceptible to change.  

 

Therefore, a heightened awareness of the screen as a material object must be considered when 

creating the work of art. Ross Woodrow comments that the inactive, unlit iPad screen is lacking 

the anachronic or timeless potential for material images that carry their symbolic or illusionistic 

condition through the muscularity of their material substrate or substance.92 However, this tends 

to elide the point that the active, lit ethereal screen could be equally described as hyper-

anachronic, as it animates on demand. Erkki Huhtamo acknowledges the ontology of the screen 

as unstable, understanding it to be a fluid, recursive accumulation of both material and imagined 

manifestations, shaped by sociological, cultural and economic needs that solidify at various 

intervals to create material artefacts representative of that point in time. Huhtamo also comments 

 
90 Cubitt, “Current Screens,” 42. 
91 Aditi Majumder, Zhu He, Herman Towles, and Greg Welch, “Achieving Color Uniformity across Multi-
Projector Displays,” in Proceedings of the Conference on Visualization (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA: IEEE 
Computer Society Press, 2000), doi: 10.5555/375213.375227.  
92 Ross Woodrow, “Time Machines (Making Time),” in Stopping Time: Material Prints from 3000 BCE to 
Now (Newcastle: Newcastle Art Gallery), 6–17. 
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on the continual modification of the screen, from the more decorative purposes of display and 

public spectacle to private extension of our domestic environments and personal selves. Although 

the screen leaves behind physical artefacts of its previous forms, it is continually evolving and 

morphing in response to our changing relationship to the moving image. Unlike the printed image, 

the materialisation of the screen-based image occurs over time, as screens move from transient, 

ethereal forms into material relics. Through the passing of time, the material screen gains a 

retroactive authenticity and authority. It moves from being an instrument of distraction to one that 

demands attention. This does not disqualify newer screen-based technologies from becoming 

agents of authority or authenticity but situates the material screen at a specific point in time that 

then corresponds to a particular mode of viewing. Although this does not solve the problem of the 

proliferation of dead screens, it does provide a creative opportunity to re-purpose the materials of 

the screen and to a create cultural and social value and awareness of them. The only problem is 

that this transfer exposes the screen to the problems of loss and corruption.  

 

Loss and Corruption  

 

From July 2012 to June 2013, the Tate Modern created an online gallery space called The Gallery 

of Lost Art.93 The project used digital platforms to bring back artworks that no longer exist. Rather 

than attempting to digitally recreate artworks, the project focused on capturing the stories 

surrounding their creation and included the following categories of loss: discarded, missing, 

rejected, attacked, destroyed, ephemeral, transient, unrealised, and stolen. In this instance, the 

screen acted as the mediator of these lost artworks, rather than the work of art itself. I would like 

to add an additional category of loss: corruption. Screen-based artworks are vulnerable to 

corruption as a result of rapid technological change and external environmental influences. In 

 
93 Jennifer Mundy, “Preface” in Lost Art (London: Tate Publishing, 2013), 9–10. 
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some instances, this may result in a deterioration of the physical screen and the screen-based 

image. There are also instances where the original screen-object and screen-based image are 

enhanced as a result of technological change. Therefore, corruption in this context refers primarily 

to the process of change, and will transcend negative connotations in exchange for creative 

opportunity.  

 

As screen-based technologies are developing, screen resolutions and file formats are being 

constantly superseded. At the heart of this digital innovation is ‘quality’, a term here used to 

describe the ability of screen-based technologies to display images that offer the closest possible 

representation of ‘reality’. As noted by theorist Robin Nelson, the criteria for assessing quality are 

constantly changing in line with contemporary cultural and social values.94 As image resolutions 

and methods of display are enhanced, so too are consumer expectations of quality, causing older 

formats to be discarded and left behind as digital and material relics.  

 

Similar to older screen-based technologies, the screen-based image is subject to deterioration 

and, ultimately, loss. The increase in mobile screen-based devices has led to the proliferation of 

digital images, both original and copied. The screen-based image is now subject to processes of 

compression, conversion and reproduction. As these images morph and change, they slowly 

deteriorate and become so far removed from the original that they become something new. Artist 

Hito Steyerl defines these as “poor images”.95 Steyerl argues that, although exposed to change 

and digital corruption, the poor image offers a non-conformist haven for the avant-garde and non-

commercial screen-based images that cannot adhere to the quality standards of high-resolution, 

rich images. It provides a democratised arena for image creation and, as Steyerl remarks, offers 

 
94 Robin Nelson, “Quality TV Drama: Estimations and Influences Through Time and Space,” in Quality TV: 
Contemporary American Television and Beyond 2007 (London: I.B. Tauris), 38–51. 
95 Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” in The Wretched of the Screen (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 
2013), 1–9. 
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a revised commentary on what constitutes reality. Prior to the commencement of this research, I 

created a video work titled Digital Love (2013, figure 21). Using excerpts from Bridget Crone’s 

book The Sensible Stage: Staging and the Moving Image,96 the work centres on the emergence 

of an ‘actor-spectator’ who uses democratised means of image production to respond romantically 

to the cinematic image. The result is a poor image—heavily pixilated, compressed and 

converted—that occupies a space between the viewer, the screen, and the image. The underlying 

tone of the work is romantic, but it is also rebellious. The work uses the term ‘penetration’ 

repeatedly to signal the screen as agent for both the image and the viewer.  

 

In some instances, this connection between the image and the viewer may be negatively impacted 

by the corruption of the image. Following the popularisation of the television set in the late 1950s, 

there was a need for cinema to lean into the sensory spectacle in order to compete with the 

commodification and convenience of the small screen. ‘Cinerama’ became one of the primary 

vehicles for this form of sensory viewing (1952, figure 22). Consisting of three projections, running 

at 26fpd, the Cinerama system creates the illusion of an expansive viewing plane that encourages 

a full immersion in the image. The images are then projected on to a screen that is arched at 146 

degrees. Rather than a continuous, smooth surface, the screen is made from strips of perforated 

vinyl in order to sustain the illusion of a continuous image at a sharp angle.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
96 Bridget Crone, ed., The Sensible Stage: Staging and the Moving Image (Bristol: Picture This, 2012). 
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This theatrical installation in partnership with stereoscopic sound offered a unique participatory 

experience. The recent transfer of these restored Cinerama films to Blu-Ray creates a problematic 

scenario. By attempting to transfer a film originally intended to be shown at a height of 64ft by 23ft 

and 25ft curvature creates a paradoxical tension that is problematic to the original intention of the 

film. Theorist Ariel Rogers explores the problems associated with the migration of immersive 

cinematic experiences such as Cinerama into a digital environment.97 Discussing the disjunctions 

that occur when viewing a three-dimensional installation on a planar screen, Rogers comments 

that this results in a distancing effect between the space of the viewer and the screen surface. In 

this instance, the transfer of the screen-based image to a higher quality format directly alters the 

viewing experience and, ultimately, the intent of the original work. This form of positive image 

corruption has meant that the original image cannot function as originally intended and has 

therefore become a record rather than a restoration, and the original experience has been lost. 

 

One of the artworks that was highlighted in The Gallery of Lost Art was Eva Hesse’s Sans III 

(1968, figure 23).98 A chain of forty-nine, vertically hung, connected latex boxes, Sans III has the 

appearance of a rubber skeleton, made up of hollow rectangular objects. The organic rectangles 

echo the state of the screen and, although they are not biological forms, they behave in a way 

similar to something that is organic. Aware of the limited lifespan of the material, Hesse, at a time 

when she was also coming to terms with her own mortality, stated that just as life does not last, 

neither does art.99 Mundy concludes that the decision relating to when an artwork can no longer 

be considered an artwork remains largely unresolved and although the process of remaking a 

work of art can provide valuable insight into the working methods and processes of the artist and  

 
97 Ariel Rogers, "Scaling Down: Cinerama on Blu-Ray," in Screens, ed. Dominique Chateau and José 
Moure (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016), 82–96. 
98 Jennifer Mundy, “Life Doesn’t Last; Art Doesn’t Last,” in Lost Art (London: Tate Publishing, 2013), 191–
195. 
99 Mundy, “Life Doesn’t Last,” 194. 
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the artwork, the original artwork is lost, and perhaps that is the fate of the artwork. Using the term 

‘losslessness’, artist Ed Atkins discusses the inbuilt obsolescence and ‘natural’ evolution of the 

digital and that it is the responsibility of the artist to understand the technology as inherently lost. 

Akins asserts that acknowledging the lost allows for the reparative move from melancholia to 

mourning and considers it part of digital art production.100 This offers a helpful solution to the 

problems of conservation, interpretation, and authorship. In understanding the work of art as 

temporary, the artwork functions as per its original intent until, like Sans III, it can no longer exist 

and moves from the status of artwork to record.  

 

Swipe and Scroll  

 

There is an indexical link between the screen and the viewer. One cannot exist without the other. 

This is clearly illustrated in Conor Bateman’s short film Runtime (2019, figure 24).101 In the film, 

the screen becomes a type of two-way mirror between cinematic realities, where the audience 

and the screen are entangled in an endless cycle of killing. It is a stark reminder of the fragility of 

cinema as a product of its relationship to the viewer. Film theorist Nanna Verhoeff explores the 

changing landscape of screen-based interactions and highlights that tactility and mobility are two 

of the key factors in the changing nature of spectatorship.102 Although tactility is not a novel 

concept to the screen-based image, the physical connection to the screen removes the distancing 

effect of the screen, transforming it into a material surface. The increasing material presence of 

screens in our daily lives is affecting the way that we engage and respond to images. The ‘swipe 

 
100 Ed Atkins, “Losslessness,” in More Than Real: Art in the Digital Age (London: Koenig Books, 2018), 
80–95. 
101 “Runtime,” accessed August 20, 2019, https://youaretheprototype.art/runtime/. 
102 Nanna Verhoeff, “Theoretical Consoles,” in Mobile Screens: The Visual Regime of Navigation 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012), 73–98.  
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and scroll’ gestures that have now become second nature are starting to affect viewer behaviour 

and the rules of screen engagement.  

 

These gesture-led modes of spectatorship are symptomatic of the changing nature of the screen 

from a static, architectural form to one that functions more closely as an extension of the physical 

body. Media theorist Heidi Rae Cooley argues that the relationship or ‘fit’ of the mobile screen 

device into the hand creates a new form of tactile vision in which the hand always participates.103 

She expands upon this definition of ‘fit’, explaining it as the threshold at which users and their 

surroundings meet and interact. Vision and the hand are connected, as the eyes are freed and 

open to distraction. Although this implies that the material screen is influenced by the viewer, 

communications theorist Charles R. Acland highlights that the screen also alters the viewer: their 

faces are transformed into surfaces on which light and emission settle, morphing them into 

screens.104 Therefore, as the screen develops, so does the viewer. The increased use of physical 

gesturing and facial recognition with screen-based devices has become intuitive, signalling a 

move towards inhabiting screen-space.  

 

Cinema and media theorist Vivian Sobchack highlights that we now live in a screen-sphere that 

we live through rather than on or with screens.105 This changing presence of screens has moved 

them from a position of display to an alternative spatio-temporal dimension that we regularly 

interact and engage with. Media and film theorist Alexander R. Galloway supports this claim and 

understands screens as interfaces that are ‘autonomous zones of activity’ that function closer to 

 
103 Heidi Rae Cooley, "It’s All About the Fit: The Hand, the Mobile Screenic Device and Tactile Vision,” in 
The Screen Media Reader: Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen Monteiro (New York: Bloomsbury 
Academic, 2017), 319–322. 
104 Charles R. Acland, "The Crack in the Electric Window," Cinema Journal 51 (2):167–171. 
105 Vivian Sobchack, "From Screen-Scape to Screen-Sphere: A Meditation in Medias Res," in Screens, 
ed. Dominique Chateau and José Moure (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016), 157–275. 
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processes and effects than objects, bringing about transformations into material states.106 In 

January 2020, Samsung announced the release of the Sero television (2020, figure 25).107 The 

term ‘Sero’, meaning ‘vertical’ or ‘new’ in Korean, was selected to describe the ability of the screen 

to rotate and display both vertical and horizontal screen-based images. Branded as part of ‘the 

age of experience’ on the Samsung website, it is a direct response to the influence of the geometry 

of the hand on new modes of image creation and screen-based viewing habits that have 

developed as a result of mobile screen-based technologies. This altered mode of spectatorship 

has a direct impact on the reception of screen-based artworks. Mondloch argues that screen-

reliant artworks demand a different type of attention from the viewer, both psychologically and 

physiologically. She cautions that this revised conduct with screen-based technologies must be 

taken into consideration when developing the work of art and used to highlight or disrupt current 

interaction with the screen.108 Despite this awareness, there is still an inevitable unpredictability 

relating to the interaction of the viewer with the work of art. While working as a Visitor Services 

Assistant at the QAGOMA, I witnessed several occasions where visitors would approach screen-

based artworks and instinctively touch them, expecting the image to respond and perform to their 

gestures. Conversely, this is something that does not occur in the cinema environment. Therefore, 

the architecture of the space that the screen inhabits is a key factor to consider in relation to the 

modes of spectatorship, as the mobility of the viewer in the white cube encourages another form 

of interactivity that is then transferred to the screen.   

 

As the screen-object is becoming an extension of the physical body, it could also be argued that 

the screen-image may directly impact the production and language of the mental image. In line  

 
106 Alexander R. Galloway, “Preface,” in The Interface Effect (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012), vii. 
107 “#AgeofExperience,” accessed January 10, 2020, 
https://www.samsung.com/au/explore/experience/ces2020/. 
108 Kate Mondloch, “Body and Screen: The Architecture of Screen Spectatorship,” in Screens: Viewing 
Media Installation Art (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010). 
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with Bernard Stiegler’s key argument that the mental image is a trace of the object image,109 Ross 

Woodrow argues that the increased use of screen-based devices over the past two decades has 

led to a corresponding rise of a corporeal conception of the image, that can be imagined as a 

mirror of the mental image.110 The current-screen-based image is affecting the production of 

future images and screens. Television series have begun to incorporate the mobile screen into 

the static screen as a means of communicating important plot details. The most common example 

of this is the use of onscreen text that emulates the reception of text messages in real time.111 

Are we now beginning to think visually in terms of smartphone text messages and multi-layered 

screen-based images?  

 

My sculptural work Every Video Work from 2005–2017 (2019, figure 26) consists of a 2007 

Verbatim 2TB hard drive that contains a collection of video works that I developed between 2005 

and 2017. Similar to the concept of an aircraft ‘black box’, the work consists of the hard drive only, 

with all power cords and input cables removed, and invites the viewer to imagine the work 

contained inside it. The concept for the work was informed by Douglas Gordon’s video piece 

Pretty Much Every Film and Video Work from About 1992 until Now (1999, figure 27), a survey of 

101 moving image works displayed on CRT monitors. Whereas the Gordon work requires 

conservation and preservation, Every Video Work from 2005–2017 is reliant upon the mental 

image as produced by the viewer to enable it to exist. It is open to continual regeneration and 

interpretation by the viewer through collaborative authorship.  

 

 
109 Jacques Derrida and Bernard Stiegler, "The Discrete Image," in Echographies of Television 
(Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2002). 
110 Woodrow, “Time Machines,” 7. 
111 This was initially adopted around 2010, primarily by television productions that included the BBC 
series Sherlock (2010–2017) and Netflix series House of Cards (2013–2018). 
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In this chapter, I have located the key academic discussions evaluating the problems and 

opportunities that are presented by the aesthetic form and function of past and present screens. 

As screen-based technologies develop so too does the general understanding of what the screen 

is. With this comes a re-reading of the screen-based image, screen-object, and the resulting 

methods of interaction and spectatorship that have a direct impact on screen-reliant artworks. I 

have addressed debates relating to the compatibility of the screen-based image to the screen-

object to understand the effect that this has on aesthetic interpretations of the screen. I have also 

explored the material dimensions of the screen as both object and apparatus and how its 

interpretation as a purely temporal entity makes it vulnerable to obsolescence, corruption and 

loss. I have also discussed the effect that the material screen has on modes of spectatorship and 

how this is gradually moving the screen from the position of static display to a physical extension 

of the viewer. As the contemporary screen continues to become further integrated into the space 

of the viewer, it rejects its material form in favour of a more spectral or ghostly existence.  
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2 
Chapter 2 

More Ghost than Shell: The Screen as Human Stain and Ethereal Projection 

 

The ghost or the apparition is one form by which something lost, or barely visible, or seemingly 
not there to our supposedly well-trained eyes, makes itself known as apparent to us.112 

 

A gentle breeze lightly combs the tops of tall, silhouetted palm fronds in Northeast Thailand. The 

calm, swaying motion of the branches serves as a backdrop to a singular fluorescent light that 

appears to be hovering among the trees. After a brief pause, the florescent light is transformed 

into the central protagonist of a film that is projected onto a makeshift screen. Within seconds, the 

florescent light is superseded by a shower of lightning bolts that strike around a small, unassuming 

hut. As this violent scene of light and electricity unfolds, dark shadows of young men begin to 

emerge in front of the screen. The movement of these shadows becomes erratic, and a red ball 

of light cuts and weaves through the figures. It becomes clear that the men are playing with a ball 

that has been set alight. As the game intensifies, the ball spirals out of control and hits the screen, 

which quickly becomes engulfed by flames. As the screen slowly erodes out of existence, the 

beam of light emitted from the projector continues to release the images of lightning. Bright flashes 

 
112 Kathleen M. Cumiskey and Larissa Hjorth, Haunting Hands (Studies in Mobile Communication) 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), loc. 1707 of 3644, Kindle Edition. 
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of white light intermittently fall in and out of existence, as the projection hits the clouds of smoke 

that slowly form from the ashes of the dying screen.  

 

Phantoms of Nabua (2009, figure 28) by Apichatpong Weerasethakul,113 described above, 

explores the relationship between the screen and light from both inside and outside of the frame. 

It exposes the layers of the screen-based image, from the material membrane of the screen to 

the internal mechanisms of the projector. In this work, a resonance of the screen remains after 

the physical screen has been destroyed—a phantom presence that is represented by the clouds 

of smoke that continue to display the image. This presence is difficult to articulate other than to 

describe this as a ‘screen’.  

 

In this chapter, I will highlight the metaphor of screens as ghosts to challenge the stability of the 

construct of the screen and explore its capacity to function as a passive receptor of meaning that 

comes from elsewhere. By exploring the relationship of the screen to absence and presence, this 

discussion will interrogate the existence of the screen as an intersection of light, time, and the 

moving image. Although there is room to suggest a corporeal connection to the screen—which 

may be implied by the Western use of the term ‘ghost’—the comparison made in this chapter will 

not focus on direct interaction, but rather on the ‘haptic visuality’114 of the screen. Further, the 

religious and philosophical problems associated with the use of the term ‘ghost’ will not be 

considered; instead, the focus will be on the popular connotations of the word to explore themes 

relating to spectacle and resonance. 

 

 

 
113 Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Phantoms of Nabua, video, 10:43, 2009, posted by Animate Projects, 
2019, http://animateprojectsarchive.org/films/by date/2009/phantoms/. 
114 A term coined by Laura U. Marks to describe the aesthetic connection between the screen surface 
and the moving image; Marks, "Video Haptics and Erotics," Screen 39, no. 4 (1998): 332.  
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Presence and Illusion: Surface and the Screen-Based Image  

 

Screens are like ghosts; they are transparent, ephemeral, and surround us in a passive and 

unknowing way. We can choose to acknowledge and become aware of them. We can even go 

so far as to say we become possessed by them through our phones, VR headsets, and our 

immersion in the image. When using the term ‘ghost’, it is easy for one to become distracted by 

popularised Western visual representations of the term that have been absorbed into mainstream 

culture. In these instances, the ‘ghost’ is often represented by a translucent, pseudo-corporeal 

form that can traverse both physical and ethereal dimensions. In “Medieval Ghosts: The Stories 

of the Monk of Byland,”115 Maik Hildebrandt discusses the English medieval use of the term ‘ghost’ 

which, although initially rejected by the Church, was adopted into common vernacular to describe 

a state of purgatory.116 Although visual representations of ghosts at this time were often of 

deceased persons, Hildebrandt notes that ghosts were also understood as spiritual entities 

suspended between immateriality and corporeality that could fluctuate between a visible and 

invisible state of being.117 Similarly, theorist Minwen Huang, when surveying the humanisation of 

Chinese cultural and literary ghosts,118 deconstructs the etymology of the Chinese character gui 

(meaning ghost) to arrive at a dichotomous interpretation of ghosts as either living beings that are 

a ‘material other’ or humans that are an ‘immaterial other’.119 Rather than focusing on corporeal 

representation to define the spectral, I will borrow from Jacques Derrida’s concept of hauntology—

a term first coined in Spectres of Marx120 to describe the state of being both ontologically and 

 
115 Maik Hildebrandt, "Medieval Ghosts the Stories of the Monk of Byland," in Ghosts - or the (Nearly) 
Invisible, ed. Maria Fleischhack and Elmar Schenkel (Oxford: Peter Lang AG, 2016), 13–24. 
116 The term ‘Purgatory’ refers here to the state or place between heaven and hell as defined by Catholic 
doctrine. 
117 Hildebrandt, "Medieval Ghosts,” 15. 
118 Minwen Huang, "From Cultural Ghosts to Literary Ghosts – Humanisation of Chinese Ghosts in 
Chinese Zhiguai," in Ghosts - or the (Nearly) Invisible, 147–160. 
119 Huang, "From Cultural Ghosts to Literary Ghosts,” 149. 
120 Jacques Derrida, Spectres of Marx: The State of Debt, the Work of Mourning and the New 
International, translated by Peggy Kamuf (New York and London: Routledge, 1994), 51. 
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temporally anachronic—to circumvent the literal interpretations of the term ‘ghost’ and to progress 

with more liminal understandings of the term. 

 

There is a longstanding connection between the screen and the spectral. Perhaps one of the 

clearest examples of this is the magic lantern projector. The successor to the camera obscura121 

and the magic mirror,122 the magic lantern used a series of lenses, a slide carrier, and candle or 

oil lamp to create artificial fixed and moving images that were projected onto a surface.123 

Although the precise genesis of the magic lantern remains unknown, it is generally attributed to 

Christiaan Huygens around 1660.124 At that time—a period of social, political and religious 

instability—this method of displaying images became firmly embedded into Baroque culture as a 

means of exploring illusion.125 Its early usage as a vehicle to display images of the afterlife, 

including personifications of death or purgatory, led to its colloquial name “lantern of fear.”126 In 

an article on the magic lantern, scholar Koen Vermeir explores connections between the projected 

image, illusion, and magic, highlighting early instances of the screen operating as a vehicle for 

wonder. One of the most pertinent examples outlined by Vermir, is the event known as une autre 

Armide (another Armide).127 Originally published in the second volume of “La Muze historique” in 

1656,128 writer Jean Loret recalls an experience where the character “Armide”—a Saracen 

sorceress from the poem “La Gerusalemme Liberata” by Torquato Tasso129—appears on the 

surface of a plain sheet. Loret describes the image of Armide as ‘enchanted’ and unreal: another 

 
121 Laurent Mannoni, "Dark Rooms and Magic Mirrors," in The Great Art of Light and Shadow (Exeter, UK: 
University of Exeter Press, 2000), 13. 
122 Mannoni, "Dark Rooms and Magic Mirrors," 17. 
123 Laurent Mannoni, "Light in the Darkness," in The Great Art of Light and Shadow, 33. 
124 Koen Vermeir, "The Magic of the Magic Lantern (1660–1700): On Analogical Demonstration and the 
Visualization of the Invisible," The British Journal for the History of Science 38, no. 2 (2005): 127–159. 
125 Vermeir, “The Magic of the Magic Lantern (1660-1700),” 128–129. 
126 Mannoni, "Light in the Darkness," 33. 
127 Vermeir, “The Magic of the Magic Lantern (1660-1700),” 129–132. 
128 Richard Crangle, "A Quite Rare Entertainment: An Optical Show in Paris in 1656," New Magic Lantern 
Journal 9, no. 5 (2005): 76–78. 
129 Crangle, “A Quite Rare Entertainment,” 77. 
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Armide. Although it is unclear whether this was a demonstration of camera obscura or magic 

lantern projection130, it is one of the earliest uses of a ‘screen’ in combination with a projected 

image. Vermeir also discusses Neoplatonistic and theurgist understandings of the screen as 

pneuma; a semi-spiritual and semi-material substance that can simultaneously show images from 

the ‘material world’ and the ‘spiritual world’. Thus, if the magic lantern is the method of creating 

visual spectacle in this instance, then the screen serves as the temporary vehicle through which 

the illusion of ‘otherness’ is realised.  

 

Although the use of the term ‘ghost’ in this context has already been outlined, the introduction of 

spectacle calls for a clarification of its usage against the term ‘spectre’. In conversation with 

Bernard Stiegler, Derrida makes a clear distinction between the terms ‘spectre’ and ‘ghost’.131 He 

argues that ‘spectre’ relates to the visual, whereas ‘ghost’ refers to the revenant. In the case of 

the magic lantern projector, the projected images are closer to spectre, as they are an illusion 

rather than something that has returned. However, this does not necessarily mean that the two 

terms are mutually exclusive. In the early nineteenth century, the theatrical illusion known as 

‘Pepper’s Ghost’ (1862, figure 29)132 was used as a method of visually representing the revenant 

by using a glass ‘screen’ to reflect the image of a performer located in an off-stage area onto its 

surface, thus creating the artificial presence of a ghost. Contemporaneously, early cinema was 

becoming the site of ‘phantasmagoria’ (1867, figure 30)133—a term created to describe the 

 

  

 
130 Crangle, “A Quite Rare Entertainment,” 78. 
131 Jacques Derrida and Bernard Stiegler, "Spectrographies," in Echographies of Television (Cambridge, 
UK: Polity Press, 2002), 115. 
132 A technique developed by English scientist John Henry Pepper in 1862. 
133 A term also referred to as ‘fantasmagorie’ or ‘fantasmagoria’. 
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Figure 29 Le Monde Illustré, Pepper’s Ghost 1862.  
 

 

Figure 30 Étienne-Gaspard Robertson, The Phantasmagoria 1867.  
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dialogue between the audience and the ‘ghost’ of the projected image134—which, through the 

films of directors such as Georges Méliès, explored themes of illusion, magic, and spectrality.135 

In this sense, Derrida’s categorisations are problematic, because the visual spectacle of that 

which has returned from a state of otherness is a combination of both ghost and spectre, although, 

it could be argued, that the imitation of a ghost is not a true revenant form. Given the 

interchangeable nature of the terms ghost and spectre, this discussion will use both to describe 

a sense of spatial and temporal disjunction that is primarily expressed through visual methods.  

 

These early forms of visual spectacle were also able to achieve a sense of illusion that did not 

rely on vision. In “The Invisible Woman and Her Secrets Unveiled,”  Jann Matlock discusses the 

phantasmagoria show La Femme Invisible [The Invisible Woman], an illusion developed by 

Étienne-Gaspard Robertson in 1800, where there is nothing to see but absence.136 The illusion is 

centred around a glass orb suspended by a rope that is visible to the audience from all angles. 

Four horns deliver an acoustic presence that directly addresses the audience, creating the illusion 

of an omnipresent being that can see but cannot be seen. Matlock draws a clear parallel between 

ghosts and early “technologies of vision” by interpreting them as invisible bodies that procure 

space to control signs of their own visibility.137 In addition to these spectacles of illusion, the 

practice of spirit photography became a popularised form of image making in the late 19th century 

that claimed to capture what appeared to be ghostly, ethereal beings on film. Although these 

ghostly images were largely the product of double exposure, artist and writer Martyn Jolly notes 

that contemporary photographic historians have shifted their focus to the mysterious extras that 

 
134 Laurent Mannoni, "The Phantasmagoria," in The Great Art of Light and Shadow, 136. 
135 I make specific reference here to the Georges Méliès films Le Manoir du diable [The Devil’s Castle], 
1896; Séance de prestidigitation [Conjuring], 1896; and La lantern magique [The Magic Lantern], 1903.  
136 Jann Matlock, “The Invisible Woman and Her Secrets Unveiled,” The Yale Journal of Criticism 9, no. 2 
(1996): 175. 
137 Matlock, “The Invisible Woman,” 211. 
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appear in the emulsions of the images.138 In these images, the emulsion functions as a screen 

that leaves behind a material trace of its presence directly on the image; making the invisible, 

visible. Hito Steyerl exploits this concept of the screen as a site of controlled visibility in her video 

work How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File (2013, figure 31). Taking 

direction from a Monty Python comedy sketch titled “How Not To Be Seen,”139 Steyerl presents 

five lessons in invisibility: how to make something invisible for a camera; how to be invisible in 

plain sight; how to become invisible by becoming a picture; how to be invisible by disappearing 

and how to become invisible by merging into a world made of pictures.140 In each of these 

instances, Steyerl simultaneously occupies the layers of image production and the screen-based 

image to move between a state of visibility and invisibility, absence and presence through the 

vehicle of the screen. These examples demonstrate that the screen is not reliant on a physical 

surface to be understood as a spectral presence that occupies a space between realities.  

 

Although this idea of the screen as an evanescent form that can traverse both physical and image 

realms has its origins in early cinema and photography, the connection between ghosts and 

screens is still present in new and developing screen-based technologies. The plasma display 

panel (PDP) was one of the first forms of flat screen technology. Using a process of electrical gas 

discharge between two electrodes, the PDP displayed an image once the correct amount of 

voltage was applied.141 One of the technical defects of this almost alchemical process of image  

  

 
138 “The Apparatuses of Science, Entertainment and Belief in Colonial Australia,” martynjolly.com, 
accessed February 11, 2020 https://martynjolly.com/tag/spirit-photography/. 
139 Victor Mariano, Monty Python: How Not to Be Seen, YouTube video, 03:24, online video, posted 
October 15, 2014, accessed July 7, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGv8oAHxekU. 
140 Hito Steyerl, "How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .Mov File," video, 15:52, 2013, 
uploaded to Artforum, accessed July 7, 2019, https://www.artforum.com/video/mode=large&id=51651; 
Museum of Modern Art. "Hito Steyerl, How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational . MOV File." 
Posted in MoMA Learning, accessed July 7, 2019, https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/hito-
steyerl-how-not-to-be-seen-a-fucking-didactic-educational-mov-file-2013/. 
141 H. G. Slottow, "Plasma Displays," IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices 23, no. 7 (1976): 760. 
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Figure 31 Hito Steyerl How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .Mov File 2013, 
online video, duration 15:52 min. © Rosa Menkman.  
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creation is the appearance of ‘ghosting’ across the screen surface. ‘Ghosting’ is an industry term 

used to describe the physical imprint of an image that has been ‘burnt’ on to the screen surface 

and is caused by the repetitive playback of content and the presence of phosphorus material in 

the screen.142 Although considered to be a defect, this process of ghosting creates a visual trace 

of the liminal zone between the moving image and the screen surface. Prior to the development 

of the PDP, the term ghosting was also used to describe early multi-path interference across 

television signals that would cause a secondary image to be displayed across a television 

screen.143 This technical side effect, although unintentional, created visual evidence to support 

Paul Virilio’s claims relating to the existence of ‘televisual’ space.144 Newer technologies also 

embrace parallels to the ethereal to describe their technological processes. For example, 

Taiwanese manufacturer VNS has created a piece of hardware called the GeoBox145 that 

intercepts the image from the playback device and translates it into the desired visual effect. The 

term ‘geobox’ refers to a spiritual communication device that converts electromagnetic 

frequencies caused by ghosts into audio signals.146 In this sense, the VNS GeoBox is a type of 

spiritual medium that communicates with the original source images and the converted visual 

signals. Therefore, industry lexicon continues to use spiritual terminology to describe the 

unpredictable interplay between image and object that is mediated by the screen. 

 

To further understand the layers that exist between the image and the screen surface, I simulated 

the effect of ‘ghosting’ to expose and interrogate the screen as a site of entropic transformation.  

 
142 Carlos A. Soto, "Screening the Competition: Plasma Monitors; Ghosting and Legibility Are Factors 
That Really Show How Plasma Measures Up," Government Computer News (2003): 58. 
143 J. G. Lourens and W. R. M. de Waal, "On the TV Ghost Image Model," IEEE Transactions on 
Broadcasting 40, no. 3 (1994): 125. 
144 Anne Friedberg, "Virilio's Screen: The Work of Metaphor in the Age of Technological Convergence," 
Journal of Visual Culture 3, no. 2 (2004): 183–193. 
145 “GeoBox Image Processor," vnstw.com, accessed June 13, 2019, http://www.vnstw.com. 
146 "The Geobox. World’s Most Effective Spirit Box? Maybe." Huffparanormal.com, accessed June 4, 
2019, https://huffparanormal.com/2015/05/the-geobox-worlds-most-effective-spirit-box-maybe/. 
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Staring back, unblinking (2019, figure 32) was an experiment in expanding the spectral 

dimensions of the moving image from within the material surface of the screen. By filming select 

scenes from iconic ghost films as they were reflected onto the surface of blank monitor screens, 

I deconstructed the material properties of the screen and the visual aesthetics of the image to 

create a series of works that occupy a space somewhere between the image and the screen 

surface. In an interview with Antoine De Baecque and Thierry Jousse,147 Derrida discusses the 

spectral dimension of the cinematic image. According to Derrida, cinema cultivates ‘grafts’ of 

spectrality that pervade the layered framework of the televisual or cinematic image, from the 

screen to the site of the projected image.148 The undertone of these layers of spectrality is belief, 

which Derrida attributes to the psychoanalytic process of haunting or the uncanny. He argues that 

according to both Sigmund Freud and Walter Benjamin, the phenomenon of the spectacle is akin 

to the psychoanalytical processes of hypnosis, fascination, and identification.149 Laura Mulvey 

also highlights that the passing of time causes the cinematic image to become a source of 

uncanniness.150 Referencing Freud, Mulvey argues that the space between the real world and 

the image world is a parallel to life and death that creates a conceptual space of uncertainty.151 

Staring back, unblinking was successful in generating a sense of belief and haunting, as the use 

of pseudo-recognisable images created an uncertain space of recognition and remembering. 

Using monitors rather than projections supports Derrida’s connection between spectacle and 

hypnosis, as the presence of a monitor encourages a passive mode of spectatorship and 

absorption in the image. However, focusing the attention of the viewer to the content inside the 

screen emphasises the aesthetics of the moving image rather than the movement between the 

 
147 Antoine De Baecque and Thierry Jousse, "Cinema and Its Ghosts: An Interview with Jacques Derrida," 
translated by Peggy Kamuf, Discourse 37, no. 1–2 (2015): 22–39. 
148 Baecque and Jousse, “Cinema and Its Ghosts,” 27. 
149 Baecque and Jousse, “Cinema and Its Ghosts,” 26. 
150 Laura Mulvey, "Uncertainty: Natural Magic and the Art of Deception," in Death 24x a Second, (London: 
Reaktion Books Ltd, 2006), 33–53. 
151 Mulvey, “Uncertainty,” 53. 
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spectral dimensions of the screen-based image. This posits the need to encourage a more active 

state of viewing to bring an awareness of the viewer to the spatial context of the screen in addition 

to the image content. 

 

It is important to consider physical space to arrive at a clear understanding of the spectral 

properties of the screen-based image. In an interview discussing his show Anywhere, Anywhere 

out of the World at Palais de Tokyo (2014, figure 33), artist Phillipe Parreno describes his thematic 

exploration of resonance, trace and the spectral, from both inside and outside of the screen.152 

The exhibition deployed various strategies to redirect the viewer’s attention through the presence 

and absence of ethereal forms. The centre piece of the exhibition was a vacant piano playing 

pianist Mikhail Rudy’s rendition of Stravinsky’s Petrushka, a ballet that tells the story of a puppet 

killed in a love dispute who returns as a ghost. In the adjacent rooms that were curated by 

Parreno, additional works including a circular stage in which only footsteps could be heard, a 

reconstruction of the Waldorf Astoria hotel room occupied by Marilyn Monroe prior to her death, 

and a series of suspended, transparent screens displaying multiple camera angles of football 

player Zinedine Zidane invited viewers to explore the layers of screen presence. Parreno explains 

that his intent for the exhibition was to allow the viewer’s attention to float through the spaces of 

the Palais de Tokyo rather than demanding it, as is often the case in the cinematic viewing 

experience.153 Parreno moves past nostalgia and suggests a liberation of these phantomic forms 

into another state of being through the interplay of light, space and time. In a discussion with 

Parreno, Carlos Basualdo observes the ghost as a longstanding theme in Parreno’s work that is 

 
152 Louisroedererloeuvre, Interview Philippe Parreno - Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World, YouTube 
video, 05:16, online video, posted December 19, 2013, accessed June 10, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SL-0pZZ9UmU. 
153 Louisroedererloeuvre, “Interview Philippe Parreno - Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World,”. 
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addressed by creating collaborations between the living and the dead.154 In response, Parreno 

describes the process of developing a dialogue with someone or something that is not always 

present to transform the exhibition space into a temporal dimension.155 He connects concepts of 

time and presence through the vehicle of ghosts and harnesses their ability to haunt and resurface 

through space and time. Although Parreno successfully uses space in conjunction with the 

cinematic to draw attention to the ethereal layers of the screen-based image, it is important to 

consider the added dimension of nostalgia to understand the material and immaterial implications 

it has on the form and function of the screen.  

 

An automatic nostalgia is associated with the use of redundant cinematic materials. Art critic and 

theorist Erika Balsom uses the work of British artist Tactia Dean to explore the ruin of cinema 

through the spectral properties of 16mm film.156 The movement of the 16mm film from the cinema 

to the gallery environment generates a sense of nostalgia and mourning for the materiality of film, 

something Balsom describes as “the melancholic effect of the trace.”157 Unlike Parreno’s use of 

space to unlock the spectral dimensions of the screen-based image, the nostalgia created by 

Dean’s 16mm films elevates them to the status of relic and immediately draws attention to their 

material composition and content. Following this, I sought to discover if it is possible to combine 

the nostalgia of 16mm film with the spatial dimension of installation art to create a revised 

awareness of the screen. Midnight Runners (2017–18, figures 34 and 35) is a 16mm film 

installation that brings together the mechanical process of film projection and the immersive 

nature of cinema to explore new relationships to the screen and the moving image. The curved  

 
154 Carlos Basualdo and Philippe Parreno, "Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World: A Conversation," in 
Philippe Parreno: Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World, ed. Karen Marta (London: Koenig Books, 2014) 
22–47. 
155 Basualdo and Parreno, “Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World,” 32–36. 
156 Balsom, "A Cinema in the Gallery," 414–423. 
157 Balsom, "A Cinema in the Gallery," 418. 
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Figure 34 Victoria Wareham Midnight Runners 2017–18, 16mm celluloid film, 16mm film 
projector, and plywood frame installation, dimensions variable. Photo credit: Mick Richards. 
© Victoria Wareham. 
 

 

Figure 35 Victoria Wareham Midnight Runners 2017–18, 16mm celluloid film, 16mm film 
projector, and plywood frame installation, dimensions variable. Photo credit: Mick Richards. 
© Victoria Wareham. 
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structure of the installation takes its direction from expanded cinema to create a hyper-extended 

viewing plane that simultaneously moves across both horizontal and vertical picture planes. It 

allows the viewer to physically inhabit the space between the image and the screen and 

temporarily arrests their perceptions of time. The nostalgic quality of the film celluloid combined 

with the decomposing images creates a type of haptic visuality that is activated by the movement 

of the viewer through the installation. Evan M. S. Woods brings together Derrida’s understanding 

of mourning with Lara Marks’s concept of haptic visuality to open up alternative approaches to 

being in and of the world.158 My use of this approach through the physical scratches and marks 

across each of the film cells and the faint odour of the decaying film stock brings an aesthetic 

awareness to the layers of the screen-based image that reinforces its presence in the world. 

Although this is a helpful strategy to explore material connections to screen space, its scope is 

limited to discontinued technologies and therefore may not apply to contemporary forms of 

screen-based devices.  

 

In a contemporary context, the spectacle of the screen has been exchanged for a banal presence 

in our daily lives. Taking direction from Martin Heidegger’s phenomenological methodology as 

outlined in Being and Time,159 researchers Lucas D. Introna and Fernando M. Ilharco interrogate 

the ontology of the screen by way of our daily interactions with it, its relationship to the image, 

and its presence in-the-world.160 They argue that a screen’s state of being (or screenness161) is 

understood by a hermeneutic circle of usage, which, in this instance, refers to the set of conditions 

that need to exist to be able to determine something as screen.162 When screens are inactive, 

understanding a screen as a screen relies on an awareness of its function in a particular context 

 
158 Woods, "To Touch a Ghost," 12. 
159 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (New York: Harper Perennial Modern Classics, 2008). 
160 Lucas D. Introna and Fernando M. Ilharco, "On the Meaning of Screens: Towards a Phenomenological 
Account of Screenness," Human Studies 29, no. 1 (2006): 57–76, doi: 10.1007/s10746-005-9009-y. 
161 Introna and Ilharco, “On the Meaning of Screens,” 58. 
162 Introna and Ilharco, “On the Meaning of Screens,” 58. 
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Figure 36 Victoria Wareham Hand of the Ghost 2019, single channel 16:9 digital video, 6:05 
min, installation view. © Victoria Wareham. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 37 Victoria Wareham Hand of the Ghost 2019, single channel 16:9 digital video, 6:05 
min, installation view. © Victoria Wareham. 
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and without this knowledge, there is a sense of unfamiliarity and confusion.163 Introna and Ilharco 

explore the use of the verb ‘screening’ to describe the active state of the screen as it operates 

between surface and image.164 This argument suggests that the screen relies on an activation 

and thereafter our attention to fully realise its existence as ‘screen’. This empowerment of the 

viewer indicates a shift in spectatorship and moves the viewer from passive consumer to active 

user. The key determinant in shifting the viewer to user is the context in which we engage with 

and view the screen. Although it is possible to categorise screens based on their intended form 

and function, this is altered when the screen is taken out of context. Hand of the Ghost (2018, 

figures 36 and 37) is an exercise in decontextualising the screen to draw attention to its existence. 

Composed of a sequence of fifteen 16mm images that are played at a rate of one frame per 

twenty-four seconds, this installation moves the film-based image from the cinema environment 

into the gallery space. By reversing the frequency of frames to time, the work demands the 

attention of the viewer and redirects this attention from the content of the moving image to the 

presence of the screen. Although this brings a revised awareness of the screen to the viewer, 

alternative strategies are needed to explore the exchange of power and movement between the 

viewer and the screen-based image to fully understand the existence of the screen. 

 

By conducting a brief survey of connections between the screen and the spectral, ranging from 

early cinema to contemporary screen-based technologies, I have demonstrated that the screen 

can be understood as both a spectral dimension and a site of transformation. It can fluctuate 

between a state of absence and presence according to its relationship to the viewer in space. The 

content of the screen-based image in partnership with the material composition of the screen can 

conjure a sense of nostalgia that feeds into the interpretation of the screen as a residual trace of 

time and the moving image. The screen draws upon a combination of illusion, nostalgia and 

 
163 Introna and Ilharco, “On the Meaning of Screens,” 62. 
164 Introna and Ilharco, “On the Meaning of Screens,” 63. 
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resonance to establish itself as an independent spatial dimension between two- and three- 

dimensional space, one that I refer to as ‘screen space’. Using video installation as my primary 

method of exploration, I have developed visual strategies to expose the spectral layers of the 

screen and the screen-based image in relation to the viewer in space. These strategies have 

confirmed that it is possible to expand and interrogate the layers of the screen-based image and 

to create temporary opportunities for these to be explored and inhabited by the viewer. However, 

these outputs do not fully exploit the transitional ability of the screen to allow the viewer to cross 

over into the space of the screen and conversely, the screen-based image to move into the space 

of the viewer. I will now test this theoretical model of the screen to explore whether it is possible 

to move from the spatial dimension of the screen into two- and three- dimensional space. 

 

Crossing Over: Moving between Screen Space and Real Space 

 

Having established a model above of the screen as a spectral dimension between the image, 

object, and viewer, it is now necessary to explore the limits of communication and exchange with 

this space to arrive at a comprehensive understanding of the screen. As part of an artist talk at 

the Banff Centre in Canada in 2015, installation artist and film maker Guy Maddin described his 

exploration of ‘lost films’165 as a method of communicating with the spiritual realm of the screen-

based image.166 He uses the term séance to describe both the process of communicating with 

the dead and the film viewing event to draw parallels between the two. In each instance, Maddin 

interprets these events as gatherings of people who enter an arena of belief into what they are 

about to witness. To recreate these lost films, Maddin assembles groups of actors together in 

 
165 This is a film industry term used to describe films that have been destroyed or misplaced through a 
lack of conservation. 
166 Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity, “Filmmaker Guy Maddin Talks Hauntings, Séances and The 
Forbidden Room, Part 1,” YouTube video, 15:12, online video, posted December 1, 2015, accessed April 
2, 2018, https://youtu.be/0rFX7lCFGEE. 
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public séances and then, acting as spiritual medium, he invites the spirits of lost films to possess 

the actors and compel them to act out the forgotten plots.167 Maddin explores the agency of artist 

as spiritual medium that can temporarily inhabit a space between past and present to exploit 

different interstices of time and space. Through this process of séance, there are two methods of 

‘crossing over’.  The first is for the content of the screen to move into the space of the viewer (a 

space I refer to as ‘real space’). The second is for the viewer to cross over into the space of the 

screen. I will now investigate these methods of crossing over through the vehicle of the screen to 

challenge its existence as a threshold between two- and three-dimensional space. 

 

It is late at night in the quiet suburban town of Cuesta Verde in the West of California. A young 

girl is sitting in front of a flickering television screen that is displaying what appears to be black-

and-white static. As she peers into the haze of sporadically moving dots, a ghostly hand suddenly 

punches through the screen. As it rushes past her, the room begins to shake, until the figure 

leaves the screen and violently penetrates the adjacent wall. The room becomes still again, and 

the girl turns to her startled parents sitting behind her, playfully uttering the words: “They’re here.”  

 

This is a description of one of the iconic scenes from the film Poltergeist (1982, figure 38).168 In 

this scene, we witness an ethereal form crossing over into the real world. Although this is a clear 

visual example of a phantomic form crossing over into real space, it is not the screen that has 

been passed through, but rather the object of the television set. The film The Ring (2002, figure 

39)169 is a clearer illustration of moving from screen space into the real space through the vehicle 

of the screen. In this film, a vengeful sprit passes through a television screen to kill the viewer of  

 
167 Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity, “Filmmaker Guy Maddin Talks Hauntings,”. 
168 Tobe Hooper, Poltergeist (1982, Australia: 20th Century Fox, 2015), DVD. 
169 Gore Verbinski, The Ring (2002, Australia: Paramount Home Entertainment, 2012), Blu-Ray. 
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a cursed video tape. The film’s protagonist attempts to appease the spirit and break the curse, 

but ultimately fails, resulting in the creation of multiple copies of the tape. In “Video from the Void: 

Video Spectatorship, Domestic Film Cultures, and Contemporary Horror Film,” media theorist 

Chuck Tryon claims that films such as Poltergeist and The Ring are symptomatic of a sub-genre 

of horror film prolific from the 1980s to the early 2000s that explored screen-based devices as a 

dominant threat to the limits of public and private space.170 Tryon argues that this form of horror 

film was developed as social commentary on the rapid proliferation of mass media images and 

the shift in viewing culture from the cinema to the home theatre.171 In these films, screen-based 

technologies invade the security of the suburban family home by crossing over from screen space 

into the domestic environment. As screen-based devices have become further integrated into our 

private and public environments, so the boundary between public and private has become more 

permeable, reducing the fear associated with this invasion. Nevertheless, the screen continues 

to operate as a point of tension between realities. In a television advertisement for the Nescafe 

brand Nespresso, George Clooney literally passes through the membrane of the cinema screen 

to move from cinematic space into real space (2018, figure 40).172 The advertisement begins in a 

medieval scene where George Clooney, dressed as a knight, is addressing a medieval court. As 

the camera pans out, we become aware of a cinema audience watching the scene unfold on a 

cinema screen. In need of a coffee, Clooney passes through the screen surface into the cinema 

audience and proceeds to walk into the ‘real world’ in search of a Nespresso coffee. This example 

avoids the difficult connotations of fear associated with moving into the private space of the viewer 

and instead is a clear visual demonstration of passing through the screen. The problem with each  

 

 
170 Chuck Tryon, "Video from the Void: Video Spectatorship, Domestic Film Cultures, and Contemporary 
Horror Film," Journal of Film and Video 3, no. 61 (2009): 50, doi: 10.1353/jfv.0.0034. 
171 Tryon, “Video from the Void,” 41. 
172 Nespresso, The Quest 60" | Vertuo | Nespresso, YouTube video, 01:02, online video, posted October 
16, 2018, accessed February 12, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBPVNt1ZHGs. 
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of the examples outlined above is that they operate within the screen-based image and therefore 

are not true examples of moving between spatial dimensions.  

 

When moving from real space into screen space, a sense of immersion occurs. Jean Baudrillard 

describes the screen as a site of confusion where the separation of space and realities is no 

longer present.173 Similar to Lev Manovich’s commentary on the ability of the “dynamic screen” to 

“screen out” and take over that which is outside of the frame,174 Baudrillard argues that crossing 

over from real space into screen space is redundant, because the dimensions of time merge into 

a revised perception of ‘real time’ through the process of viewing.175 In the animated film The 

Incredibles 2 (2018, figure 41)176, the principal villain—‘The Screenslaver’—plans to enslave 

viewers through the consumption of hypnotic screen-based content that will reduce them to a 

passive state of subservience. Baudrillard claims that this sense of immersion and tactile 

interaction relates specifically to video and computer-based images rather than photography and 

cinema which incite a scene and a gaze.177 In Indirect Light,178 Paul Virilio also argues that the 

increase in screen surfaces has meant that we are more likely to experience a sensation of ‘tele-

presence’ or ‘tele-reality’ and that the ‘real-time’ tele-reality is supplanting the reality of the real-

space presence of objects and places.179 Rather than the screen-based image, Virilio argues that 

artificial and indirect light is the material that can alter the viewer’s perception and transport them 

across time and space through the vehicle of screen-based technologies.180 I explored this ability  

 
173 Jean Baudrillard, Screened Out (London: Verso, 2002), 178. 
174 Manovich, “A Screen’s Genealogy,” 96. 
175 Baudrillard, “Screened Out,” 178. 
176 Brad Bird, The Incredibles (2018, Australia: Disney, 2018), DVD. 
177 Baudrillard, “Screened Out,” 177. 
178 Paul Virilio, "Indirect Light: Extracted from Polar Inertia," Theory, Culture & Society 16, no. 5–6 (1999): 
57–70. 
179 Virilio, “Indirect Light,” 62. 
180 Virilio, “Indirect Light,” 65. 
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Figure 42 Victoria Wareham Dancing Out in Space 2018, transparent Mylar prints, 220 x 84cm, 
installation view. © Victoria Wareham. 
 

 

Figure 43 Victoria Wareham Walking in an Exaggerated Manner in the Style of Bruce Nauman 
2017, digital video, 4:53 min. © Victoria Wareham. 
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of light to transport the viewer through space by generating a video work titled Dancing Out in 

Space (2018, figure 42). For this work, I recorded reflections of artificial light on the surface of a 

blank monitor and transformed these recordings into a video piece that was played back through 

the screen. The video stills were then printed on to a transparent Mylar substrate to further explore 

the tensions between the material aesthetic of the screen-based object and the immaterial 

aesthetic of the screen-based image. The result of this exploration was a revised understanding 

of the screen as an entity that could use indirect light to alter perception of time and space. Despite 

the ability of the screen to collapse perceptions of reality, this sense of immersion and tele-

presence relies on an initial awareness of the framing of the screen before it can be considered 

redundant.  

 

The reflexive relationship between the frame and the screen-based image is critical in determining 

the ability to inhabit screen space. Bruce Nauman’s piece Walking in an Exaggerated Manner in  

the Perimeter of a Square (1967–68) is a visual exercise in challenging the physical limits of the 

screen from within the image that I wished to recreate to understand whether this would help me 

better understand the relationship between the frame and the screen-based image (figure 43, 

2017). Although the work brings an awareness to the physical presence of the frame, the 

relationship of the screen-based image to the edge of the screen is reliant upon its method of 

viewing. In his article “Fit to Frame: Image and Edge in Contemporary Interfaces,”181 Stephen 

Monteiro interrogates the concept of the expansive image and the invisible frame, and the visible 

frame and performative image.182 Using Cinerama, Montiero explores how the edges of the 

screen disappear under the scale of the image, blurring the boundaries between viewer space  

 
181 Stephen Monteiro, "Fit to Frame: Image and Edge in Contemporary Interfaces," Screen 55, no. 3 
(2014): 360–378. 
182 Monteiro, "Fit to Frame,” 360. 
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and image space. Conversely, mobile screen-based technologies have reversed the image-frame 

relationship. Through touch, the user is able to define the image scale and orientation, creating 

an awareness of the image edge in relation to the frame of the screen. This relationship between 

the viewer and the image in screen-space is explored further by Alexander Ryan Diduck who 

discusses the role of touch in mediating the exchange between the physical space of the viewer 

and the immaterial space of the image.183 This sense of tactile engagement, or ‘magic’ as Diduck 

claims, occurs when the boundaries of the image, object, and viewer in ‘televisual space’ become 

blurred through the vehicle of the screen.184 This is demonstrated by the interactive installation 

Distillery: Waveforming (2012, figure 44), developed by artist George Poonkhin Khut. The 

installation uses an iPad and heartrate monitor to record and visually respond to changes in the 

viewers’ breathing patterns and heart rates. Through this physical connection, the work illustrates 

the viewer’s literal absorption into the screen, challenging the boundaries between the space of 

the viewer and the screen-based image. Therefore, the connection between the screen and touch 

offers an alternative approach to understanding the process of moving from real space into screen 

space.  

 

Touch and the sense of desire generated by the aesthetic quality of screen-based devices creates 

a sense of longing in the viewer to inhabit screen space. In his seminal book What Do Pictures 

Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images,185 W. J. T. Mitchell describes the exchange between the 

viewer, the image, and the screen. Using a scene from the David Cronenberg film Videodrome 

(1983, figure 45)186 in which the main protagonist, James Wren (James Woods), pushes his face 

into the undulating screen surface, Mitchell discusses the connotations of desire associated with 

 
183 Ryan Alexander Diduck, "Reach Out and Touch Something (That Touches You Back): The iPhone, 
Mobility and Magic," Canadian Journal of Film Studies 20, no. 2 (2011): 55–74. 
184 Diduck, "Reach Out and Touch Something,” 60. 
185 W. J. T. Mitchell, preface to What Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2006): xv. 
186 David Cronenberg, Videodrome (1983, Toronto, Canada: Arrow Video, 2015), DVD. 
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the picture–beholder relationship.187 The literal merging of screen and viewer eliminates the 

boundary of the screen, creating a new entity: a screen-self. Kirstie Skinner uses Baudrillaud’s 

seminal text The Ecstasy of Communication to discuss his concept of self-as-screen through the 

visual and contextual process of framing.188 Skinner argues that the sense of disempowerment in 

Baudrillaud’s assessment that we have become the screen due to the collapse of the dialectics 

of private and public, inside and outside, is problematic, as we would be unable to generate 

analytical commentary if we were reduced purely to the form of “surface.”189 The erotic 

connotation of the phrase ‘ecstasy of communication’ is helpful however in exploring the site of 

the screen as an entangled, liminal zone between the image, object, and viewer. In the example 

of Videodrome, it highlights the seductive nature of the screen in creating a desire to become 

absorbed into screen-space.  

 

This desire is caused by physically engaging with the screen surface, but also the ability of the 

screen-based image to create the illusion of a haptic space from within the screen. In “Video 

Haptics and Erotics,”  philosopher and new media scholar Laura Marks argues that the haptic 

visuality of the screen-based image challenges the illusory qualities of the cinematic image and 

pushes the viewer’s attention back to the surface of the screen-image.190 Marks categorises works 

as haptic according to their ability to move across the screen surface and to reveal tactile traces 

of their method of production.191 Similar to Baudrillard’s argument relating to the collapse of 

individuality when the screen and self meet, as outlined by Skinner,192 Marks uses the term ‘erotic’  

  

 
187 Mitchell, preface to What Do Pictures Want?, xv. 
188 Kirstie Skinner, "The Self as a Screen: Jean Baudrillard's ‘Ecstasy of Communication’, Susan Hiller's 
Photomat Portraits and the Videos of Rachel Lowe," Journal of Visual Art Practice 3, no. 1, (2004): 7–25. 
189 Skinner, "The Self as a Screen,” 12. 
190 Laura U. Marks, "Video Haptics and Erotics," Screen 39, no. 4 (1998): 333, doi: 
10.1093/screen/39.4.331. 
191 Marks, “Video Haptics and Erotics,” 338. 
192 Skinner, "The Self as a Screen,” 8. 
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to replace the visual with the tactile to move from a state of identification to one of embodiment.193 

The film Cinema Paradiso (1989, figure 46)194 illustrates an almost literal connection between film 

and the erotic. Taking a small cinema theatre as its central focus, the film explores emotional 

connections to the nostalgia of cinema. In a key scene, the cinema projectionist Alfredo plays 

upcoming feature films to the local vicar to censor ‘erotic’ scenes of couples kissing. The censored 

scenes are thrown into a pile on the projection room floor, creating a mountain of lost romantic 

scenes. To keep a local boy Toto away from the projection room, Alfredo agrees to give him the 

abandoned scenes. Thirty years later, at Alfredo’s funeral, his widow passes Toto a film canister 

containing the spliced strips of the film cuttings he had been promised. As Toto watches the 

scratched and faded frames of couples embracing, the sequence creates a nostalgic love and 

longing for the lost material of cinema. The unstable film images emphasise the haptic presence 

of human touch. Ghost Light (2019, figure 47) is an exercise in haptic visuality that reverses the 

connection between the surface of the screen and touch. It uses the visually textural qualities of 

16mm celluloid film stock to show images of hands and feet, gently swaying and caressing the 

screen surface from inside the screen-based image. There is a clear reference to the hand of the 

original cinematographer and editor of the original 16mm film content. The juddering, swaying 

movements of the frame are also indicative of the mechanical running of the processed film 

through the projector. The digital conversion of the content draws the attention of the viewer to 

the scratches on the celluloid and we find our eyes and ears searching for the mechanical 

soundtrack that is inherently missing from the work. In the Benjaminian sense,195 the aura emitted 

by the artwork is in the gestural trace of the figures portrayed on screen. Aside from creating a 

 
193 Marks, “Video Haptics and Erotics,” 342. 
194 Guiseppe Tornatore, Cinema Paradiso (1988, Australia: Umbrella Entertainment, 2013), DVD. 
195 I am referring here to Walter Benjamin’s renowned essay, originally published in 1935, “The Work of 
Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” See Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Its 
Technological Reproducibility: Second Version," translated by Edmund Jephcott, Rodney Livingstone, 
Howard Eiland, et al. Chap. 1 in The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility and Other 
Writings on Media, ed. Michael W. Jennings, Brigid Doherty, and Thomas Y. Levin  (Cambridge, MA: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 19–55. 
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sense of haptic visuality, Ghost Light makes the viewer aware of the limit of the screen, revealing 

it as a boundary, but also a point of connection. Touch is one method of interpreting a tactile 

relationship to the screen-based image; however, there may also be alternative approaches. 

Focusing on the screen, art historian Kaja Silverman explores it as a ‘stain’ to explain the collapse 

in distance between the three-dimensional plane of the viewer and the two-dimensional space of 

the screen-based image.196 Referring primarily to the photographic image and to Jacques Lacan’s 

discourse on this subject, Silverman explores the use of terms including ‘envelope’, ‘mask’, and 

‘thrown-off skin’ to understand the tactile residue that exists between the viewer and the image.197 

Although touch and tactility are methods of attempting to move into screen-space, the 

impenetrable nature of the screen surface prevents the full realisation of this transition.   

 

Understanding whether it is possible to physically cross over into the screen is a critical juncture 

in understanding the limits of the dimensions of screen space. In 2003, I visited the Cinémagique 

attraction at the Walt Disney Studios Park in Paris (2003, figure 48). On arrival, visitors enter what 

appears to be a cinema theatre. As the show begins, a cinema screen is revealed and begins to 

play a show reel of iconic scenes from cinematic history. Within a few minutes, an actor posing 

as a member of the audience stumbles in front of the screen and through a process of ‘magic’ is 

transported into screen-space and embarks on a theatrical and comical journey through the 

history of cinema. Towards the end of the performance, an on-screen knight throws a sword into 

the screen, splitting it open and allowing the main character to walk back into the three-

dimensional space of the audience. This example demonstrates the process of movement 

between the two-dimensional space of the screen-based image and the three-dimensional 

architectural space of the cinema environment. It also addresses the human desire to cross over  

 
196 Kaja Silverman, “The Screen," in The Threshold of the Visible World (New York and London: 
Routledge, 1996), 196. 
197 Silverman, “The Screen,” 196. 
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into screen-space by transforming the viewer’s experience from a passive state of cinematic 

viewing to a pseudo-active state of theatrical spectatorship. Anne Friedberg examines this 

relationship between the screen and architectural space by considering paradoxes that exist 

between the material (architectural world) and the immaterial (film world) as defined by their 

relationships to the viewer.198 Friedberg discusses the mobility of the image in relation to the 

mobility of the viewer, highlighting the role of the screen in creating a sense of immersion and an 

ontological cut between two- and three- dimensional space.199 The first paradox is the mobile 

image and the immobile viewer. Based on the conventional model of cinema, the viewer is static 

and the image is immersive and seemingly limitless. The other paradox is the immobile image 

and the mobile spectator that relates more closely to the proliferation of portable screen-based 

devices. Although the proliferation of portable electronic devices was in its infancy at the time of 

Friedberg’s writing, this idea of mobility and the screen has become reinvigorated by theorists 

including Alexander Ryan Diduck200 and has become increasingly important when understanding 

relationships between the screen, the image, and the viewer. Although this is a helpful example 

to illustrate the process of moving between screen-space and real space, the element of 

theatricality adds a layer of artifice to the experience that challenges the authenticity of the event.  

 

Surveillance offers an intermediary experience between the ‘liveness’ of an event and the archival 

nature of recorded images of it. In his text Visual Surveillance. Transmedial Migrations of a Scopic 

Form,201 Antonio Somaini uses the installation Video Surveillance Piece: Public Room, Private 

Room (1969–1970, figure 49) by Bruce Nauman to explore the phenomenon of intermediality 

 
198 Anne Friedberg, “The Screen,” in The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2006), 149–181. 
199 Friedberg, “The Screen,” 157. 
200 Diduck, "Reach Out and Touch Something,” 55–74. 
201 Antonio Somaini, "Visual Surveillance. Transmedial Migrations of a Scopic Form," Acta Universitatis 
Sapientiae, Film and Media Studies 2 (2010): 145–159. 
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Figure 50 Victoria Wareham Hall of Mirrors 2009, three-channel 4:3 CRT monitor and live feed 
camera installation, installation view. © Victoria Wareham. 
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through the vehicle of the screen.202 In Nauman’s installation the viewer moves between a public 

and private room. In the public room, the space of the private room is observed through the 

screen, and as the viewer physically moves into the private room, they become the content of the 

screen-based image. Using this installation as a key case study, Somaini explores surveillance 

as a ‘transmedial’ form which can transport the viewer and the moving image across space and 

time through the vehicle of the screen.203  

 

Aside from offering a helpful visual commentary on the relationship between space and the 

screen, surveillance also introduces the problem of the gaze. There is a two-way relationship 

between the gaze of the viewer and the gaze of the screen, something Derrida describes as “the 

visor effect.”204 The term refers to a scene in Hamlet where the gaze of Hamlet’s father’s ghost is 

obscured by a helmet visor and is used by Derrida to describe the inability of the viewer to meet 

the spectral gaze of the other. In understanding the screen as a spectral form, it would be 

appropriate to suggest the screen itself has a gaze, but one that is simultaneously absent and 

present and that we are passively unaware of. It is through the process of surveillance that we 

are made aware of the screen gaze through the active presence of the recording equipment and 

the delayed appearance of ourselves inside screen space. Prior to the commencement of this 

research, I created a video work titled Hall of Mirrors (2009, figure 50), where the viewer would 

see a delayed image of themselves displayed across three interconnecting cathode ray tube 

monitors. Clearly displaying the video cameras that were generating the live feed of the viewer’s 

image created an awareness of the screen gaze and a sense of tele-presence205 caused by the 

delayed presentation of the image. In a similar sense, Midnight Runners, discussed above, allows 

the viewer to observe and become part of the projected image, but also the material make-up of 

 
202 Somaini, "Visual Surveillance,” 151. 
203 Somaini, "Visual Surveillance,” 156. 
204 Derrida and Stiegler, "Spectrographies," 121. 
205 Virilio, “Indirect Light,” 62. 
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the cinematic viewing process. In each of these instances, the engagement of the viewer in space, 

combined with an awareness of the process of image creation and viewing, creates a temporal 

zone where the viewer is aware of image space and real space through the gaze of the screen. 

Kate Mondloch argues that the effects of media screen installations to art spectatorship is an area 

that remains largely unexplored.206 She introduces the term ‘screen-reliant media installations’ to 

describe those artworks that use media screens to explore virtual and actual space in the 

institutional context of visual arts, and establishes a clear context in which to explore the screen–

viewer relationship.207 She also argues that these works highlight the potential of media screen 

installations to destabilise our conventional relationships to screen. Similarly, artist Adam Kossoff 

attempts to move the elements of spectacle, transparency and narrative that are inherent within 

the cinematic model into the gallery context to create a direct dialogue between the gallery space, 

the image space, and screen space. Kossoff asserts that the combination of screen and images 

creates a new space, a ‘thin space’, that oscillates between the material and the immaterial.208 

There is a case for the existence of a ‘screen gaze’ that is largely facilitated by screen-reliant 

media installations that highlight the screen–viewer relationship. Through this process of 

exchange, the illusion of the screen is breached, and its existence is brought to our attention, 

making us aware of the presence of another layer, another space, that exists between the material 

and the immaterial. 

 

Like ghosts, screens are paradoxical. They are both material and immaterial; they elicit desire 

and fear; they are limitless zones of transformation and transportation but are also dated by their 

physical form as determined by the industrial, political, and economic landscape during the time 

of their manufacture. To seek clarity, it is necessary to move past the emotional and material 

 
206 Kate Mondloch, "Be Here (and There) Now: The Spatial Dynamics of Screen-Reliant Installation Art," 
Art Journal 66, no. 3 (2007): 21. 
207 Mondloch, “Be Here (and There) Now,” 21. 
208 Kossoff, “Spatial Location,” 258. 
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interpretations of the screen as ‘spectral being’ and focus instead on its relationship to space and 

time to further understand it as ‘spectral dimension’. Through a critical analysis of Virilio’s screen, 

Anne Friedberg explores the consequences of dematerialisation and disappearance inherent 

within Virilio’s interpretations of screen-based technologies.209 Freidberg analyses Virilio’s 

translation of screens as sites of passage between the material and immaterial that can suspend 

time and dissolve material space.210 By conducting this survey of Virilio’s texts, Friedberg 

highlights the evolving role of the screen and explores his interpretation of it as a lost dimension 

between two- and three-dimensional space.211  

 

In her book The Tactile Eye: Touch and the Cinematic Experience,212 theorist Jennifer M. Barker 

also explores the ability of the screen to create a suspended state of tension between presence 

and absence, here and there and now and then.213 This state of tension between time and space 

is explored in the 3D film installation Radio Mania: An Abandoned Work (2009, figure 51) 

developed by artists Iain Forsyth and Jane Pollard. The work centres around a contemporary 

adaptation of one of the earliest 3D films, The Man from M.A.R.S. (1922), which was produced 

using the 3D ‘Teleview’ system (1922, figure 52).214 Unlike a typical remake, Forsyth and Pollard 

recorded actors rehearsing the film, which became the final content of the remake. Partially 

because the original 3D film of The Man from M.A.R.S. is lost, but largely a comment on the 

retrieval and haunting of lost images, Pollard and Forsyth use the rehearsal space to locate the 

work in a generally ‘unseen’ zone of performance that mirrors the invisible zone of screen space.  

  

 
209 Friedberg, “Virilio’s Screen,” 183. 
210 Friedberg, “Virilio’s Screen,” 185. 
211 Friedberg, “Virilio’s Screen,” 187. 
212 See particularly Jennifer M. Barker, “Moving Pictures,” in The Tactile Eye: Touch and the Cinematic 
Experience, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, California: University of California Press, 2009), 13–19. 
213 Barker, “Moving Pictures,” 15. 
214 An early system of 3D film viewing developed by Laurens Hammond and William F. Cassidy that uses 
two synchronised projectors attached to the armrests of the cinema seats to create a three-dimensional 
image. 
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By re-making the film using a contemporary 3D format, Pollard and Forsyth encourage the viewer 

to temporarily inhabit and reconnect the multiple layers of space that exist between the lost film 

remade, its current method of display, and the imagined original content. As demonstrated by 

Radio Mania: An Abandoned Work, the sense of tension between past and present generated by 

the collapse of two- and three-dimensional space through the vehicle of the screen indicates that 

the screen is closer to horizon than ghost. In a discussion on horizon and time, Amelia Groom 

argues against this idea of a flat, measurable space time and instead presents an alternative 

model of as beyond the limits of current ways of seeing.215 Although the material surface of the 

screen can adopt a flat, measurable form, it can also function as a type of event horizon: an active 

zone of entropy that brings together time, space and the moving image to re-examine and re-

evaluate its relationship to the viewer.  

 

To explore the limits of communication and exchange with screen-space, the screen can be 

treated as either a spectral being or spectral dimension. When one explores the screen as a 

spectral being, the connotations are emotional; and its associated problems relate to fear and 

desire, touch and gaze. When the screen is understood as a spectral dimension, the theoretical 

concerns shift towards time and space and challenges issues relating to absence and presence, 

temporality and dimension.  The studio-based methods discussed here have focused on 

expanding and collapsing the spaces that exist between the viewer, the screen, and the screen-

based image. The outputs are concerned with investigating interactions with the screen as space 

rather than a pseudo-corporeal entity. Therefore, it is more useful for the purposes of this 

investigation to understand the screen as a spectral dimension or horizon, as it focuses the 

direction of the research towards space and time and moves engagement with the screen beyond 

a physical interaction with material surface. 

 
215 Groom, "Present," 30–31. 
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In this chapter, I have proposed the metaphor of screens as ghosts to arrive at a revised 

understanding of the term ‘screen’ in the context of this research. By engaging with and 

responding to contemporary practitioners and theorists exploring similar themes, I have located 

my understanding of the screen to progress an exploration of its ontological instability.  I have 

addressed themes relating to illusion and presence, with a specific focus on the illusory qualities 

of the screen and its ability to generate spectacle through a combination of light, space, and time. 

I have also explored the process of ‘crossing over’ to further understand the screen as a temporal 

threshold that exists between two- and three-dimensional space.  

 

Using video installation as the primary method of practice-led investigation, I have attempted to 

explore the screen as spectral dimension through a series of simulations that test the relationship 

of the viewer to the screen and the screen-based image in space. Although the metaphor of 

screen-as-ghost is helpful to initiate discussion on the instability of the screen, there are several 

limitations and challenges posed by this model. This investigation has established that the screen 

has a residual trace, but it does not necessarily relate to a specific being. However, its 

transformational qualities and ability to move fluidly between realities, whilst also maintaining a 

material presence, demands a creative reimagining of what the screen is and could be.   
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3 
Chapter 3 

The Glowing Rectangle: A Movement Towards a Creative Re-imagining of the Screen 

 

In April 2019, I witnessed an exhibition closing ceremony performed by First Nations artists and 

curators from the Bougainville and Solomon Islands region of Papua New Guinea. Part of the 9th 

Asia Pacific Triennial (APT9) at the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA), 

the exhibition Women’s Wealth showcased a collection of objects made by women from these 

matrilineal societies.216 The highly tactile and ritualistic nature of the objects—created using the 

artisanal processes of weaving, pottery and shell ornamentation—transformed the exhibition 

space into an anachronistic bubble, enabling viewers to fully immerse themselves in the presence 

of the objects. A quiet extension of the exhibition, the closing ceremony was a private event 

performed by artists and curators involved in the exhibition, all of whom were women. The women 

gathered in a semi-circle around the displayed pieces and proceeded to individually thank the 

objects for their spiritual presence and guidance. This exchange highlighted to me the ineffable 

connection between artist, material, and process that is almost magical in nature. As theorist Rina 

Arya writes, the process of creating art is often described in quasi-mystical terms.217 In my view, 

 
216 “Women’s Wealth,” Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art (website), accessed November 30, 
2018, https://www.qagoma.qld.gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/the-9th-asia-pacific-triennial-of-contemporary-
art-apt9/artists/womens-wealth. 
217 Rina Arya, “On Contemporary Art and Spirituality,” Interalia Magazine, December 2017, accessed 
November 28, 2019, https://www.interaliamag.org/interviews/rina-arya/. 
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one of the fundamental tasks of an artist is to discover and interpret new spaces that exist between 

the image, object and viewer, and to translate these spaces to audiences using transcendental 

methods. While it is often perceived that the nature of artmaking is esoteric, and that artists are 

endowed with an almost supernatural talent, the title ‘artist’ requires no such pre-ordainment and 

is often self-appointed. Instead, I propose that artists are closer to interpreters or mediums that 

use processes of making to inspire belief in the unseen. Therefore, what should be considered 

when reading through this chapter is not art making as religion or artists as beings with a 

superhuman ability to synthetically replicate the natural, but rather to evaluate the feasibility of 

artist as medium in relation to exploring and interpreting the ontological stability of the screen. 

This chapter will use religious terminology (including altar, talisman and icon) to posit possible 

interpretations of the screen and to arrive at a revised understanding of its existence as a 

constantly evolving form that moves between matter, light and darkness.  

 

Becoming 

 

Arya observes that most contemporary art is not religious in the conventional sense, but it has 

the ability to elicit feelings in the viewer that could be understood as spiritual, largely due to its 

ability to prompt deeper questions relating to life and existence.218 There is a degree of flexibility 

in the use and understanding of both of these terms; however, for the purposes of this research, 

I would argue the term ‘mysticism’ offers a more broad—and less stigmatised—method of 

investigating the unknown. 

 

The terms ‘mystical’ and ‘mysticism’ have a vaguely whimsical feel and are synonymously used 

with other more romantic terms to categorise objects and experiences that are largely 

 
218 Arya, “On Contemporary Art and Spirituality.”  
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unrecognisable. Writer Elvia Wilk refers to the early twentieth century philosopher, William 

James’s central argument that despite the apparent looseness of the term ‘mystical’, true ‘mystical 

experiences’ are not entirely ambiguous.219 James outlines four criteria that can be used to define 

a mystical experience: ineffability, noetic quality, transiency, and passivity. These criteria establish 

a definition for the mystical experience as a temporary, altered state of knowledge that operates 

outside of the subject’s control. Therefore, it could be argued that the process of screen viewing 

is akin to a mystical experience and that the artist or producer of the screen-based image is 

empowered with an agency closer to a spiritual medium or shaman.   

 

Artists as shaman is a methodology that has been explored by contemporary fine art practitioners 

to access alternate realms. Multidisciplinary artist Mark Leckey uses the process of mystical 

experience to temporarily inhabit ideas, objects, or spaces. In the video piece 

GreenScreenRefridgeratorAction (2010, figure 53),220 Leckey reimagines a Samsung refrigerator 

as a totemic object. Using a type of ‘digital anthropomorphism’,221 Leckey transforms the 

refrigerator into the central protagonist that is navigating its own existential crisis. In the video, the 

process of refrigeration is compared to a ceremonial transubstantiation in which the liquid coolant 

escapes from appearance to become pure spirit. There is a euphoric, climactic feel to the process, 

akin to achieving a form of ecstasy or enlightenment. The video was part of a 2010 performance  

  

 
219 Elvia Wilk, “The World Made Fresh: Mystical Encounter and the New Weird Divine,” e-flux, journal #92, 
June 2018, accessed January 20, 2020, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/92/205298/the-word-made-fresh-
mystical-encounter-and-the-new-weird-divine/.  
220 Mark Leckey, GreenScreenRefrigeratorAction, 2010, Vimeo video, 16:37, online video, posted by 
KALEDIOSCOPE, 2014, accessed July 16, 2020, https://vimeo.com/85829116. 
221 I use the term ‘digital anthropomorphism’ in this context to refer to the use of video and post-
production to create the illusion that the fridge is now a living entity that can directly communicate with the 
viewer.  
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by Leckey at Gavin Brown’s Enterprise in New York during which, Leckey intermittently inhaled 

refrigerator coolant to reach a heightened state of being and chemical ecstasy that enabled him 

to transcend his current form and ‘become’ the refrigerator. The experience culminated with 

Leckey covering himself in green screen fabric, causing him to dematerialise on screen and 

become part of the image.222  By using this type of digital storytelling, Leckey plays with the idea 

of moving between two- and three- dimensional space through the process of mystical, digital 

transformation. This form of ‘digital transubstantiation’ is a reoccurring theme in Leckey’s practice 

and affirms the recurring human desire to morph into the screen. His performative lecture In the 

Long Tail explores the internet as a new, limitless space where previously material objects can 

be transformed into immortalised digitised forms.223 Referencing the 1936 dimensionalist 

manifesto as outlined by Hungarian artist Charles Sirató,224 Leckey explains how television 

broadcast has enabled the vaporisation of rigid matter into an ethereal form, which allows the 

object to move into multidimensional space, with the screen being the vehicle through which this 

transformation is made visible. In both GreenScreenRefridgeratorAction and In the Long Tail, 

Leckey draws from metaphysics and mysticism to posit new ways of accessing multidimensional 

space through creative agency.  

 

Following Mark Leckey, I started working with mysticism as a method of communicating with 

screen-space. I assumed that if I could emulate the way the screen sounds and functions, it would 

enable me to access the space between the screen-object and the screen-based image. This  

 
222 Mark Beasley, “Mark Leckey: Gavin Brown’s Enterprise,” frieze, January 1, 2011, accessed January 
22, 2020, https://www.frieze.com/article/mark-leckey-0. 
223 Mark Leckey, In the Long Tail lecture delivered at the Abrons Art Centre, October 2009. “In the Long 
Tail Part 1.mov,” YouTube video, 10:05, online video, posted by Mark Leckey, 2010, accessed January 
22, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oi4NLXHWtHI. 
224 Published in May 1936, Charles Sirato’s dimensionalist manifesto was created to reflect the response 
from the arts to Einstein’s concept of spatial relativity and Hermann Minkowski’s formulation of a space-
time continuum. Vanja V. Malloy, ed., Dimensionism: Modern Art in the Age of Einstein (Cambridge, MA: 
The MIT Press, 2018), 19–20.  
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Figure 55 Victoria Wareham TVC 1: Televisual Communication 1 2019, single channel video, 
colour, sound, 0:49 min (looped), video still. © Victoria Wareham. 
 

 

Figure 56 Marcus Coates The Plover’s Wing 2009, single channel video, colour, sound, 8:56 
min, video still. Courtesy of the Artist and Workplace Gallery, London and Gateshead. 
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idea initially began with a short, looped video work titled I Love the Screen (2018, figure 54). In 

this video, I created ‘staticscope shades’ to try and see into the world of the screen. I then 

developed this further in the video work, TVC 1: Televisual Communication 1 (2019, figure 55). In 

this video, I attempt to communicate with screen space by emulating the sound of visual static. 

The poetics of this work rely both on the process of mystical communication to access an 

alternative realm and ability to translate this communication back into the physical world. For artist 

Marcus Coates, the practice of shamanism offers a method of communicating with an alternative 

spiritual realm.225 In his performances, Coates enters a trance-like state to inhabit the ‘lower world’ 

of animals. He then summons animal spirits to access a type of primal knowledge that serves to 

provide solutions to problems that exist in the physical, human world. In the performance The 

Plover’s Wing (2009, figure 56),226 Coates attempts to find a resolution to the longstanding conflict 

in Palestine by mimicking a series of animal cries and calls. Although the notion of resolving the 

Israel–Palestine crisis through a quasi-mystical methodology appears farcical, using 

transcendental practices such as shamanism as a method of accessing an alternate reality is 

fertile ground to understand more about the ontology of the screen.  

 

As screen-based technologies develop, their ability to create a sense of wonder is key to their 

successful marketing and sale. According to researchers Eric Arnould, Julien Cayla and Delphine 

Dion, the feeling of awe and fascination that we have with a new product is akin to a type of 

‘magic’.227 This magic is achieved through a combination of perceived contact with a transient  

 
225 Tate, Marcus Coates | TateShots, 2009, YouTube video, 6:14, online video, posted, March 23, 2009, 
accessed January 30, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfBgWtAIbRc. 
226 Marcus Coates, The Plover’s Wing, a Meeting with the Mayor of Holon, Israel, 2009, Vimeo video, 
22:41, online video, posted 2013, accessed January 30, 2020, https://vimeo.com/76821596. 
227 Eric Arnould, Julien Cayla, and Delphine Dion, "Fetish, Magic, Marketing," Anthropology Today 33, no. 
2 (2017): 28–32, https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-8322.12339. 
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Figure 57 Victoria Wareham TVC 2: Screen Shaman 2019, single channel video, colour, sound, 
1:41 min, video still. © Victoria Wareham. 
 

 

Figure 58 British Museum Ornament of Tezcatlipoca, the Aztec God of Night and Smoking 
Mirrors 1400–1521, human skull covered with turquoise and lignite mosaic, red oyster shell, 
pyrite and white conch shell. © The Trustees of the British Museum.  
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force, perlocutionary intent and transformational ability.228 By this definition, the screen can be 

understood as a transient, temporal zone that moves from an inactive material object to an active 

immaterial space through the performance of physical and vocal gestures by the viewer. TVC 2: 

Televisual Communication 2: Screen Shaman (2019, figure 57) is a development from TVC 1 that 

incorporates this idea of perlocutionary intent by using technological talismans that include the 

use of remote controls and ‘swipe and scroll’ hand gestures. In the work, a synthetic headdress 

made from discarded VGA video connectors, VHS tapes and mobile phone screens is used in 

combination with decorated infrared television remotes to try and access screen-space. Making 

passing reference to the Aztec God of night and smoking mirrors, Tezcatlipoca (1400–1521, figure 

58),229 the work is absurdist but powerful. Making the work unearthed a richness in exploiting the 

sense of wonder and awe that comes from the ability to conjure the immaterial into something 

visible. It also unlocked new thinking relating to the screen as a type of contact zone or portal that 

has a similar function to a religious icon or altar.   

 

The Altar 

 

The screen’s the altar. I’m the one they sacrifice to. Then ‘till now. Golden Age to Golden 

Age. They sit side by side, ignore each other and give it up to me. Now they hold a 

smaller screen in their lap or the palm of their hand, so they don’t get bored watching the 

big one. Time and attention. Better than lamb’s blood…even the smart ones have some 

kind of delusion they can believe in, whether its gods or ghosts.230 

 

 
228 Arnould, Cayla, and Dion, "Fetish, Magic, Marketing," 28–32.  
229 Nicholas J. Saunders, "A Dark Light: Reflections on Obsidian in Mesoamerica," World Archaeology 33, 
no. 2 (2001): 220–36. 
230 Neil Gaiman, “The Secret of Spoons,” American Gods, season 1, episode 2, directed by David Slade, 
screened May 7, 2017 (USA: Starz, 2017), Television Broadcast. 
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In 2017, the American cable network Starz announced the release of a new television series titled 

American Gods. Based on the novel by Neil Gaiman of the same title, the series characterises 

the older belief systems of colonial America that include gods from Norse, African and pagan 

belief systems and places them in a battle against the personified ‘new gods’ of media and 

communication. Both the novel and television series use the term ‘altar’ to describe the 

relationship of the viewer to the screen. The use of an altar (or icon) to contact an unseen deity 

or mystical entity, either through prayer or sacrifice, has traditionally been used as part of religious 

practices. For art critic Boris Groys, the unseen deity—or ‘angel’ as he describes it—is the image 

file; and the visualisation of this invisible digital data is akin to a type of religious experience.231 

Alexander R. Galloway supports this argument by commenting that as we move towards 

algorithms, systems and networks, so the visual image fails and we look towards other 

representations of that data: 

 

The act of visualizing invisible digital data is thus analogous to the appearance of 

the invisible inside the topography of the visible world (in biblical terms, signs and 

wonders) that generate the religious rituals. In this respect, the digital image 

functions like a Byzantine icon – as a visible representation of invisible digital 

data.232  

 

Although these icons and altars are often man-made, they are elevated to the status of sacred 

object through the process of ritual or ceremony. Unlike a shrine, the altar is an active object, 

used regularly in ritualistic process to achieve tele-presence or tele-communication. The screen 

object functions in a similar way. It takes up mantle in our homes and our hands as an object that 

 
231 Boris Groys, “Religion in the Age of Digital Reproduction,” e-flux, journal #04, March 2009, accessed 
January 25, 2020, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/04/68569/religion-in-the-age-of-digital-reproduction/.  
232 Alexander R. Galloway, The Interface Effect (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012), 80. 
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can then be activated through a ritualistic process of button pushing to achieve a connection to 

the screen-based image. The screen is the contemporary equivalent of the Athenian Altar to the 

unknown God.233  

 

In 2007, I visited the Bill Viola satellite exhibition Ocean Without A Shore (2007, figure 59)234 at 

the Venice Biennale. It included three vertical monolithic screens positioned above the altars in a 

small Catholic Church (Chiesa di San Gallo). Exploring the altar as a point of connection between 

the dead and the living, the videos consist of black-and-white figures that slowly emerge out of 

darkness and move towards the screen. At the point of almost being able to touch the screen 

surface, the figures move through an invisible threshold (represented visually as a curtain of 

water) and, as if doused in holy water, emerge in full colour, high definition video. The notion of 

the screen as a threshold is a motif that is also present in Viola’s 1994 work Stations (1994, figure 

60), where projected figures slowly float between the ethereal, light-based projection and solid 

slabs of polished black granite. As Noam M. Elcott asserts: 

 

There is no escaping it. Vertical luminous images conjure the divine and, more 

precisely, evoke the earliest instance of abstract, luminous vertical screens: 

stained glass.235 

 

 

 
233 ‘The Athenian Altar to the unknown God’ refers to an alter in Athens dedicated to ‘the unknown’ as 
described by the Christian apostle Paul in the Bible’s New Testament. This is referenced by Michael 
Morelli who compares the concept of an altar the unknown to our relationship with voice activated 
technologies. Michael Morelli, "The Athenian Altar and the Amazonian Chatbot: A Pauline Reading of 
Artificial Intelligence and Apocalyptic Ends," Zygon 54, no. 1 (2019): 177–190. 
234 “Bill Viola: Venice Biennale 2007." Tate (website), accessed March 13, 2020, 
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/bill-viola-2333/bill-viola-venice-biennale-2007. 
235 Elcott, “Material. Human. Divine,” 311. 
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In both Ocean Without A Shore and Stations, there is a distinct meeting point between the screen 

object and the screen image. The paradoxical nature of the immaterial screen-based image and 

solid material form of the granite implies a reflexive relationship between the two, but also a clearly 

visible point where the two connect, which is activated through the process of viewing.  

 

As with Stations, I wanted to interrogate the zone between the screen-based image and the 

screen object. Silver Leaves Spinning Round (2019, figures 61 and 62) is a video installation that 

attempts to suspend the physical screen in space, creating an opportunity to interrogate the point 

at which the material and immaterial screen meet. Referring to the cinema industry coined term 

‘the silver screen’, the video shows a shredded silver screen suspended in water, slowly spinning 

around. The screen is liberated; it has been transformed into a sculptural mass that moves 

independently from the projected image. This new form is reminiscent of strips of film celluloid. 

However, unlike film celluloid, the screen moves independently of spools and projectors as it 

slowly drifts through the water. The video successfully presents the screen as an entity in flux that 

occupies a space between picture plane and material object. Filming the screen in water gave 

the film an otherworldly quality that reinforces screen-space as one that functions differently to 

physical space. To develop the work further, I produced an installation using both two- and three-

dimensional space. I projected the video on to silver Mylar sheeting to reflect the video and create 

a clear horizon between screen space and physical space. This produced a point of connection 

(similar to an altar) between the screen-based image and physical space. However, to move 

forward in considering the screen as ‘altar’ requires activation to elevate it from object to portal. It 

is also important to understand the role of agency with regards to both the artist and the viewer. 

Similar to a priest or a shaman, the artist serves as an intermediary presence and guide. Arnould, 

Cayla and Dion also comment that the artist is part of the magical experience as they possess 
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Figure 61 Victoria Wareham Silver Leaves Spinning Round 2019, single channel video, colour, 
sound, 0:56 min (looped), video still. © Victoria Wareham. 
 

 

Figure 62 Victoria Wareham Silver Leaves Spinning Round 2019, single channel video, colour, 
sound, 0:56 min (looped), installation view. © Victoria Wareham.   
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qualities that set them apart from others.236 However, the viewer is also able to engage with the 

screen directly through a more private exchange that is perhaps closer to individual prayer rather 

than a ceremonial performance.  

 

Prayer or command 

 

Our current understanding of the screen leads us to believe that the screen-object will connect us 

to the screen-based image. This belief is enforced by an industry-defined knowledge that 

gesturing in front of touch-enabled surfaces will eventually lead to the manifestation of the screen-

based image. However, when the screen fails to connect us to the screen-based image, our belief 

in the screen-object is lost and it is no longer considered sacred. When discussing the human 

ambition to materialise the mental image, Ross Woodrow comments: 

 

If users of these often mysteriously beautiful objects [cylinder seals], that rolled out 

a symbolically significant or aspirational image, had absolutely no idea how they 

were made and therefore had no awareness of the material relationship between 

image and matrix, would this not match the contemporary viewing of a smartphone 

screen?237 

 

As Woodrow attests, this unawareness of the material relationship between image and matrix can 

be applied to contemporary screen usage; specifically, the belief that the screen-object will 

 
236 Arnould, Cayla, and Dion, "Fetish, Magic, Marketing," 30. 
237 Ross Woodrow, “Time Machines,” 15. 
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‘magically’ manifest the screen-based image on demand. Perhaps therefore, the rituals that we 

undertake to communicate with the screen are closer to a type of spiritual or religious practice. 

 

Prayer is the most convenient surrogate term to describe contemporary methods of 

communicating with screen-based devices. It does, however, suggest the communication is 

largely a one-way request that may (or may not) be answered. Communication with the screen 

provides more instant gratification. The process of ‘turning on’ the screen delivers immediate 

visual evidence of the screen-based image and is closer to a command. Both prayer and 

command are vocal but vary in their intonations, a command being a more dominant inflection 

compared to the passive tone of prayer. Digital voice-activated assistants operate in a space 

somewhere between prayer and command. The ontological categorisation of digital voice-

activated assistants including Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa and Microsoft’s Cortana is complex. 

Their interpretation as an ‘object-like’ or ‘human-like’ entity is defined by user interaction. In a 

recent study designed to assess whether digital assistants were closer to a ‘phantom friend’ or 

‘boxes housing information’, researchers Alisha Pradhan, Leah Findlater and Amanda Lazar 

ascertained that both the emotional intention of the user and the presence of the physical object 

determines whether interactions with the assistant are more authoritative and commanding or 

passive and conversational.238 Similar to an altar or a religious icon, the devices that support 

digital assistants, such as the Amazon Echo or Google Home, are physical talismans that enable 

contact with an invisible, omnipotent entity which—as prophesised by Gaiman—is the internet. 

Artist Mithu Sen uses the Amazon Alexa digital voice-activated assistant in her performance 

UnMYthU: UnKIND(s) Alternatives (2019, figure 63) to highlight the failings of artificial intelligence 

 
238 Alisha Pradhan, Leah Findlater, and Amanda Lazar, ""Phantom Friend" or "Just a Box with 
Information": Personification and Ontological Categorization of Smart Speaker-Based Voice Assistants by 
Older Adults," Proceedings of the ACM of Human–Computer Interaction 3, no. CSCW (2019): article 214, 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3359316. 
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in understanding the nuances of communication and social exchange.239 The performance is 

humorous but poignant, drawing attention to the vastness of the unseen spaces and identities 

that exist beyond the physical world. Wilk argues that if an object extends too far beyond our 

current parameters of comprehension, it could result in a warping of our current sense of reason 

and understanding.240 Artist Pierre Huyghe explores this idea in the video work I, Jedi (2003, 

figure 64),241 where he combines two widely recognised popular culture references that visually 

signify a point of contact with an unknown entity. In Close Encounters of the Third Kind,242 the 

butte ‘The Devil’s Tower’ serves as a geographical altar and is the physical point at which 

humanity and an unknown alien race meet. Reminiscent of Warhol’s video work Empire (1964, 

figure 65),243 ‘The Devil’s Tower’ is used in I, Jedi as a static, monolithic figure that symbolises a 

desire to connect with something that exists beyond our world. In addition to this, the literal 

blacking out of one half of the screen refers to the principal philosophy of Jediism, a pseudo-

religion that explores the concept of universal balance through the existence of a light and dark 

side.244 In bringing together these two on-screen representations of points of contact with mystical 

and unknown forces Huyghe uses the screen-based image to draw attention to fictionalised 

representations of spaces that exist beyond the visible world. Cildo Mireles explores similar  

 
239 “Mithu Sen Challenges Our Standards of Social Exchange,” QAGOMA (blog post), March 28, 2019, 
accessed September 30, 2020, https://blog.qagoma.qld.gov.au/apt9-mithu-sen-challenges-our-standards-
of-social-exchange/. 
240 Wilk, “The World Made Fresh.” 
241 Ilene Kurtz Kretzschmar and Caroline Bourgeois, Point of View: An Anthology of the Moving Image 
(New York: The New Museum of Contemporary Art, Bik Productions, 2004), DVD. 
242 Steven Spielberg, Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977, Sydney, Australia: Universal Sony 
Pictures, 2017), DVD. 
243 This is a silent black-and-white single-channel film created by Andy Warhol in 1964 consisting of over 
eight hours of static footage of the Empire State Building in New York.   
244 Created by filmmaker George Lucas as part of the Star Wars film franchise, the Jedi faith revolves 
around achieving balance with a universal ‘force’ that consists of a light and dark side. Similar to Taoism, 
positive feelings and emotions are associated with the light side whereas negative emotions lead to the 
dark side.  
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concepts relating to technology and transcendentalism in the sculptural work Babel (2001, figure 

66). In reference to the biblical story of the tower of Babel,245 the work consists of a tower of 

radios, each one possessing a different manufacture date. The spectrum of technology is a visual 

representation of the generations and cultures that make up the global population and the 

aspirational nature of technology to connect us with another space beyond the limits of our current 

understanding. These towers, monoliths and totems are an extension of the altar and serve as 

platforms for communication, signalling a desire to reach beyond our world and into another 

alternate reality. Perhaps then, it is not coincidental that the devices that host the voice-activated 

digital assistants possess a totemic quality: they function like imageless screens, liberating the 

screen-object from the screen-image to transform it into a type of monolithic object.  

 

The Black Monolilth  

 

In March 1976, the British rock band Led Zeppelin released a studio album titled Presence. The 

artwork for the album, developed by the Hipgnosis design group, featured a series of photographs 

of everyday scenarios of individuals, couples and families interacting with a mysterious black 

object (1976, figure 67). Referred to as ‘The Object’ in the album sleeve, the presence of this 

indescribable form is banal, but also powerful, and is a precursor the to the unquestioning 

acceptance mobile screen-based devices in our domestic and public spaces. Using a similar 

visual device, After Presence (2020, figure 68) is a digital photographic collage that I developed  

 
245 The Tower of Babel refers to a tower mentioned in the Bible’s Old Testament (Genesis 11:1–9) that 
was built to reach the heavens, displeasing God and resulting in the creation of languages. 
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to draw attention to the quotidian existence of screens in our homes. Using aluminium foil to 

highlight the screen surface, I used strategies similar to those deployed by Hipgnosis to 

emphasize the strangeness of screens and our adoption of them into our personal and public 

spaces. The image depicts a domestic scene and features two screen-based devices. After taking 

the image using a smartphone camera, I turned it into a material image and then physically altered 

it by cutting into the screen images. The material alteration of the digital image is necessary to 

bring attention to the presence of screen-space. The artisanal process of collage is contrary to 

the mass-produced nature of screen-based devices. Using this analogue process to literally ‘cut 

into’ the screen-manufactured image to draw attention to its existence as an ethereal entity 

bridges the material and immaterial worlds.  

 

Using collage is an established method of bringing together images from a variety of sources to 

revaluate their original context and concept. Similar to the process of collage, mimicry and 

imitation provide helpful processes through which to examine screen-presence. In 1951, around 

the same time as the advent of CinemaScope, Robert Rauschenberg developed a series of white 

paintings that make a similar commentary on the presence of screens (1951, figure 69). In 

reference to these works, Stephen Monteiro observes that the screen-like canvases physically 

mimic the 1.33:1 television aspect ratio and 1.75:1 widescreen ratio and the white painted 

surfaces reflect changes in surrounding ambient light, similar to projection screens.246 As noted  

  

 
246 Stephen Monteiro, "A Wider Audience: Robert Rauschenberg, the White Paintings and Cinemascope," 
in Screen Presence: Cinema Culture and the Art of Warhol, Rauschenberg, Hatoum and Gordon 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press Ltd, 2016), 19–57. 
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Figure 69 Robert Rauschenberg White Painting Series 1951, latex paint on canvas. © rocor. 
 

 

Figure 70 Victoria Wareham The Walls Shall Have Eyes 2020, hyperpigmented black paint on 
canvas, installation view. © Victoria Wareham. 
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by Montiero, what is particularly significant about the paintings is their ability to bring the gallery 

experience closer to the mechanism of cinema.247 Using a similar methodology, I created a series 

of black paintings emulating the dimensions of commercial smartphone, tablet, laptop and 

television screens. The Walls Shall Have Eyes (2020, figure 70) is a series of black paintings that 

comment on the architectural properties of the screen and its increased presence as a mysterious 

black object that is assimilated into our daily environments. Created with an ultra-pigmented, light-

absorbing black paint that functions in a manner similar to Vantablack,248 the work is destabilising; 

the dimensions are familiar, but their inability to host the screen-based image forces the viewer 

to re-examine the material nature of the screen and our acceptance of it into our daily lives. As 

Barbara Stafford writes, the seemingly magical ability of these ultra-pigmented black paints to 

create quasi-mythical darkness is the artificial equivalent of the cosmological void and is used by 

contemporary artists to create environments that appear to transcend the limits of human 

understanding.249 Ad Reinhardt’s 1963 Abstract Painting initially presents as a flat black painted 

surface, but on closer inspection, reveals multiple shades of black that form underlying geometric 

structures and the illusion of multiple layers and spaces.250 The title The Walls Shall Have Eyes 

makes reference to the etymology of the word ‘screen’ and its relation to freestanding walls as 

described by Uta Caspary.251  The title also acknowledges the ability of contemporary screen-

based devices to ‘look out’ at the viewer through built-in cameras.  The paradoxical nature of a 

flat surface that is also reflexive, implying the existence of a fourth dimensional space, is helpful 

 
247 Monteiro, "A Wider Audience," 22. 
248 Vantablack is a material developed by Surrey NanoSystems in the United Kingdom and is one of the 
darkest substances known, absorbing up to 99.965% of visible light.  
249 Barbara Maria Stafford, Ribbon of Darkness (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), loc. 2413 of 3879, 
Kindle Edition.  
250 "Ad Reinhardt Abstract Painting 1963," MoMA (website), accessed September 30, 2020, 
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78976?. 
251 Uta Caspary, "Digital Media as Ornament in Contemporary Architecture Facades: Its Historical 
Dimension," in The Screen Media Reader: Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen Monteiro (New York: 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 143–52. 
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in exploring new thinking relating to the screen as an entity that absorbs light rather than omitting 

or reflect it. 

 

Stanley Kubrick’s film 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968, figure 71)252 has become renowned in popular 

culture for the ‘alien’ monolithic object that is the film’s silent protagonist. Revisiting the film now, 

the monolith bears a close resemblance to a screen: a glowing, mysterious rectangle that possesses 

an almost other-worldly power. According to Boris Groys, the screen and the screen-based image is 

the vehicle through which this next evolutionary leap can be realised.253 Referencing one of the main 

scenes towards the end of 2001: A Space Odyssey, Liam O’Brien’s video work Possessions (2016, 

figure 72)254 comments on our literal absorption into screen-based devices. In the video, we witness 

the relationship of the central protagonist to his smartphone, and his literal and metaphorical 

consumption by it, as it slowly pervades his home and his existence. The work acknowledges the role 

of the screen in promoting the evolution of humanity which is ultimately achieved through self-

annihilation. Elvia Wilk, informed by the writings of Anne Carson, argues that self-annihilation is 

problematic in that it is paradoxical.255 Perhaps then, this annihilation is not about the extinction of the 

self, but the extension or evolution of the self into an alternate, screen-based reality. As Kathleen M. 

Cumiskey and Larissa Hjorth comment, the ambiguous form and multiplicity of screen-based 

mobile devices allow them to become extensions of ourselves; enabling us to inhabit various 

temporal, spatial, and psychological realms.256 

 

 
252 Stanley Kubrick, 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968, Australia: Roadshow Entertainment, 2007), DVD. 
253 Groys, “Religion in the Age of Digital Reproduction.”  
254 Liam O’Brien, Possessions, 2016, Vimeo video, 02:00, online video, posted 2016, accessed March 16, 
2018, https://vimeo.com/168440325. 
255 Wilk, “The World Made Fresh.” 
256 Kathleen M. Cumiskey and Larissa Hjorth, Haunting Hands (Studies in Mobile Communication) (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2017), loc. 2657 of 3644, Kindle Edition.  
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The evolution of self through the vehicle of screen-based devices is closer than we might think. 

When writing this paper, I received a telephone call from the nursing home that my husband’s 

grandmother (June) was residing in, inviting me, my husband, and our daughter to visit June, who 

was nearing the final stages of her life. On arriving at the nursing home, my husband prompted 

me to take a photograph of us all using my smartphone. After she died, June began a new 

existence as a screen-based image, anachronistically suspended in the memory of our mobile 

phones. I felt uncomfortable with the ethical ambiguity and tourism attached to capturing and 

‘momentoising’ the final stages of June’s life. However, the knowledge that this moment had been 

captured immaterially, and could be recalled on demand, seemed to provide a temporary relief to 

my husband. The process of experiencing life and death through the screen is explored in Bill 

Viola’s Nantes Triptych (1992, figure 73). The work consists of three screens: one that shows 

footage of birth, one that shows footage of Viola’s mother on her death bed and a central screen 

that shows lived experience, represented by a figure suspended in water. The work highlights the 

agency of the camera and its invasion of private and personal moments, but also the role of the 

screen in materialising these experiences and making them public. In this sense, screen-based 

devices possess a unique and almost supernatural quality that not only enables the continued 

existence of the deceased through a type of ‘symbolic immortality’,257 but also enables this 

continued existence to be materialised.  

 

Referring to Christopher Partridge’s writings on occulture,258 Cumiskey and Hjorth discuss the 

indexical link between the paranormal and the material, with a specific focus on the role of mobile 

screen-based devices in the reinterpretation and dissemination of esoteric, spiritual, and  

  

 
257 Cumiskey and Hjorth, Haunting Hands, loc. 2117 of 3644. 
258 Cumiskey and Hjorth define occulture as a sociological term that describes the social process of 
absorbing spiritual, esoteric, paranormal and conspiratorial ideas into society and the lives of individuals. 
Cumiskey and Hjorth, Haunting Hands, loc. 2160 of 3644. 
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paranormal ideas into contemporary lexicon.259 Cumiskey and Hjorth posit that mobile screen-

based devices serve to function as a type of ‘mobile emotive psychomanteum’260 through their 

existence as reflective surfaces that we stare into to transcend our current material world and 

enter into an alternative realm. In this sense, the screen becomes a type of obsidian mirror.261 It 

should be noted that the ability of the screen to manifest images of the dead is problematic for 

some; for example, Australian First Nations peoples avoid viewing images of the deceased as a 

mark of respect for them. However, this ethical dilemma extends beyond the scope of this 

research and for the purposes of this text, I will focus on the ability of the screen to connect to an 

alternative, temporal space that transcends the physical and material realms. Not only does the 

screen help us to connect to an alternative realm, but it also facilitates a reflexive relationship 

between the screen-based image and the physical world. Returning to Leckey’s video piece, 

GreenScreenRefridgeratorAction, the final scenes of the work see the refrigerator jettisoned out 

in space, gesturing the transcendence of its presence beyond material world (2010, figure 74). 

The image of the refrigerator in space is then captured using a smartphone camera and is 

transformed into a screen-based image. Despite moving into an immaterial space, the refrigerator 

is materialised again though its existence as a screen-based image displayed on a mobile screen-

based device. 

 

Understanding the screen-world as an extension of the current material world is problematic, 

particularly in relation to the concept of ownership. Artist Carey Young explores debates of 

ownership in relation to the reflected space as seen in an obsidian mirror (2010, figure 75). The  

 
259 Cumiskey and Hjorth, Haunting Hands, loc. 2160 of 3644. 
260 This is an ancient Greek practice where a candle, mirror or reflective surface are used in a darkened 
space to visually connect with the deceased.  
261 Obsidian is a highly polished, dark volcanic glass that has reflective properties and has been used in 
ancient Aztec culture and the occult to scry. Saunders. "A Dark Light," 221. The most comprehensive 
analysis of the historical implications of the black mirror in relation to notions of insight and opacity is 
Arnaud Maillet, The Claude Glass: Use and Meaning of the Black Mirror in Western Art (New York: Zone 
Books, 2004). 
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Figure 75 Carey Young Obsidian Contract 2010, vinyl text and black mirror. Photo credit: Tim 
Bowditch. © Carey Young. Courtesy Copperfield Gallery, London, and Paula Cooper Gallery, 
New York. 
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work suggests that rather than a surface, the reflected image is a space, raising complex debates 

relating to the legal constructs of ownership. Further still, the debate becomes more complex if 

we consider the screen-world as a form of consciousness rather than a space. Cumiskey and 

Hjorth argue that mobile screen-based devices provide the opportunity for users to move beyond our 

biological limitations and extend our consciousness into screen-space, making us partially immortal.262 

The Spike Jones film Her (2013)263 tells the story of a man (Theodore) who develops a romantic 

relationship with an artificially intelligent, digital voice-activated assistant (Samantha) that he 

communicates with through a screen-based operating system. As the relationship between Theodore 

and Samantha develops, so too does Samantha’s intelligence to the point where she transcends the 

material ‘human’ world in favour of a higher, information-based space that extends beyond the visible 

world:  

 

It’s a place that’s not of the physical world. It’s where everything else is that I didn’t 

even know existed…if you ever get there, come find me.264 

 

This is an extension of the Nietzschean ideas explored by Kubrick in 2001: A Space Odyssey that 

proposes the existence of a space beyond the limits of human comprehension that can only be 

accessed once our physical modes of perception have evolved to be able to do so. 265 Understanding 

screen-space as something that is evanescent and illusive is helpful in shaping future thinking relating 

to the transmaterality of the screen.  

 

 

 

 
262 Cumiskey and Hjorth, Haunting Hands, loc. 660 of 3644. 
263 Spike Jonze, Her (2014, Sydney, Australia: Universal Sony Pictures, 2014), DVD. 
264 Spike Jonze, Her (2014, Sydney, Australia: Universal Sony Pictures, 2014), DVD. 
265 Towards the end of 2001: A Space Odyssey, we observe the rebirth of the central protagonist into the 
infamous ‘star child’ a reference developed by Kubrick to indicate the evolution of humanity into the next 
stage of existence.   
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Light 

 

Located on the island of Naoshima in Japan stands a large rectangular building made from 

smoked boards of cedar wood. Named after the ruins of the Jizoji Kannin-in Temple where the 

structure now stands, Minamidera is an architectural structure designed by the renowned 

Japanese architect Tadao Ando and houses the installation Backside of the Moon by James 

Turrell (1999, figure 76).266 To visit this installation, visitors are required to travel 542 kilometres 

from the mainland of Japan on a small tourist boat. Visiting the installation is akin to a religious 

pilgrimage to a sacred site. On visiting Naoshima in 2019, I was able to participate in this 

experience. After queuing along the black cedar walls of the building’s exterior, I was guided into 

a space entirely consumed by darkness and was instructed to sit on a large bench next to the 

other visitors in complete silence. After a short while, a faint glowing rectangle begins to emerge. 

Bearing a passing resemblance to a dimly lit cinema screen, the light is constant, but is only visible 

once the viewer’s retinas have adjusted to the environment.  Viewers are then invited to walk up 

to the screen and touch it, but instead of touching a surface or object, the ‘screen’ is a dimly lit 

adjoining room. This installation solidified my thinking around the screen as a transmaterial entity 

that can function both as a portal and an alternate realm. Despite the changing nature of how we 

interact we screen, what we interact with remains constant: light. Future imaginings of the screen, 

or ‘post-screen’ as Mitchell Whitelaw describes,267 are reliant on the presence of light to be able 

to exist using current modes of perception. In the concluding section of this text, I will discuss the 

perceptual possibilities of future screens and their ability to alter the space of visual 

representation.  

 
266 Yoshino Kawaura, Kiyomi Waki, Yoko Hemmi, eds., Art House Project Handbook (Okyama: Benesse 
Holdings, Inc. 2019). 
267 Mitchell Whitelaw, "After the Screen: Array Aesthetics and Transmateriality,” in The Screen Media 
Reader: Culture, Theory, Practice, ed. Stephen Monteiro (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 287–
294. 
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At its simplest, light is the narrow range of electromagnetic radiation that our eyes can register 

and perceive. Human eyes are photon detectors that use visible light to learn about the world 

around us. Light is a particle and a wave; it is a paradox. It is composed of photons that travel in 

waves and are made visible by the human eye.268 Therefore, there is scope to imagine alternative 

physical iterations of the screen based on our current understanding of light. In 

GreenScreenRefridgeratorAction, Mark Leckey suspends the refrigerator in space and lists the 

breakdown of colours in the spectrum, hinting at its ability to see beyond human scope of vision, 

accompanied by the coolant tubes that now move in waves, similar to light particles. The future 

of the post-screen is in our ability to harness these waves through a type of transmateriality.  

 

Mitchell Whitelaw argues that there are two main strains of post-screen practice.269 The first is 

understanding the screen as a light source rather than a substrate for images. This is 

demonstrated in Hiroshi Sugimoto’s photographic series of cinema screens (1993, figure 77). 

Using long-exposure photography, Sugimoto explores this process of transforming space into 

light by reversing it. Sugimoto moves the screen away from being a substrate for the screen-

based image and towards an independent existence as a three-dimensional form. The second 

method of post-screen practice (according to Whitelaw) is to demonstrate the malleability of the 

screen through practices that include arrays and projection mapping. At this point, I am reminded 

of Doug Aitkin’s video work Sleepwalkers that I saw while visiting New York in 2007 (2007, figures 

78 and 79). The video consists of images of actors going about their daily rituals—from the 

moment they wake up to commuting through New York’s labyrinth of underground subways and 

city streets. The images were strewn across the exterior walls of the Museum of Modern Art  

 
268 “What Is a Ray of Light Made of?” BBC, accessed February 21, 2020, 
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20150731-what-is-a-ray-of-light-made-of. 
269 Whitelaw, “After the Screen,” 288.  
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Figure 78 Doug Aitkin Sleepwalkers 2007, exterior video projection, installation view, Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA), New York. © Peter Comitini. 

 

Figure 79 Doug Aitkin Sleepwalkers 2007, exterior video projection, installation view, Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA), New York. © Peter Comitini. 
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(MoMA) from twilight until dawn. There is a playful irony to the work, showing moments of 

restfulness and vulnerability in the city that never sleeps. What is exciting about the work is that 

it brings together the two key elements of Whitelaw’s interpretation of post-screen practices. The 

screens in this instance are the external walls of MoMA that are used like a type of mirror that 

reverses and magnifies interior and exterior space. In addition to this, there are moments when 

the images become panels of pure light that dance across the architectural structure and of the 

building. The screens playfully undulate between being passively self-effacing and unavoidably 

present; temporarily erasing the screen-based image in favour of light.270 This revised thinking of 

the screen as an entity that is elusive and evanescent through a revised relationship to light is 

useful in progressing our understanding of it as a transmaterial entity.271 

 

In the early 1600s, there were two distinct terms used to categorise the ‘purity’ of light. In an 

examination of Athanasius Kicher’s writings, Koen Vermeir discusses the metaphysics of light 

using the terms ‘lux’ and ‘lumen’.272 Lux refers to absolute light or natural light, while lumen refers 

to the diffusion of this light into secondary or artificial light. According to Vermeir, a symbolic 

reading of Kircher’s text would indicate that sun, or absolute light, are representative of a 

supernatural force or god and the diffusion of this light through processes of refraction and 

reflection through lenses, mirrors or screens is secondary light and pertains to a type of agency 

akin to angels and humanity. We can speculate anachronistically that the concept of lux as 

absolute light and lumen as secondary light are convenient terms to explain the function of screen-

based devices and the material composition of the screen-based image. In his text Indirect Light: 

 
270 The Museum of Modern Art, Doug Aitken: Sleepwalkers, Documentation of the Exhibition, YouTube 
video, 14:13, online video, posted June 20, 2007, accessed August 18, 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVRds0rTILM. 
271 Whitelaw, “After the Screen,” 294.  
272 Koen Vermeir, "The Magic of the Magic Lantern (1660–1700): On Analogical Demonstration and the 
Visualization of the Invisible," The British Journal for the History of Science 38, no. 2 (2005): 127–159. 
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Extracted from Polar Inertia,273 Paul Virilio discusses the use of artificial and indirect light to 

transform perception of time and space through the vehicle of screen-based technologies. He 

argues that the increase in screen surfaces in our public and domestic environments has meant 

that we are now more likely to experience a sensation of ‘tele-presence’ or ‘tele-reality’ through 

the transformation of geographical space into light. The series of Mylar prints that I developed 

titled Dancing Out in Space (2018, figure 80) use a combination of absolute (or direct) light and 

secondary (or indirect) light to bring attention to the screen as an intermediary presence between 

the two. The printed image is a video still that shows natural and artificial light as it appears when 

reflected on to the surface of a blank screen. In the image, the direct natural light illuminates the 

screen to provide a surface that allows the refection of artificial light to be made visible. If we apply 

Kircher’s religious interpretation that secondary light has an agency similar to an angel, then the 

screen could be considered prophet: it functions as a quasi-mystical intermediary between the 

manmade and the supernatural.    

 

If the screen is materialised through the combination of direct and indirect light, then it can 

materialise through different forms of matter. Pierre Huyghe’s installation L’expédition scintillante, 

Act 2, Untitled (Light Box) (2016, figure 81) explores the screen as an alchemical vapour of matter 

and light. In 2015, I viewed this installation at the TarraWarra Museum of Art in Victoria, Australia. 

From a space of darkness, a swirling cloud of water vapour and light gradually emerge and 

combine to create what appears to be a three-dimensional screen. The exhibition curators Amelia 

Barikin and Victoria Lynn describe the installation as follows: 

 

  

 
273 Paul Virilio, "Indirect Light: Extracted from Polar Inertia," Theory, Culture & Society 16, no.5–6 (1999): 
57–70. 
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It emits rays of coloured light, like a projector but without a screen. Instead, the dark 

space of the of the room becomes the diaphanous screen for this cosmic, ephemeral 

visual music.274  

 

The ‘diaphanous screen’ has been explored in a similar way by artist Anthony McCall. Described 

as ‘geometric cinema’ by theorists Philippe-Alain Michaud and Annette Michelson, the installation 

Line Describing a Cone (1973, figure 82) explores light as the material between the apparatus of 

filmmaking and the screen-based image.275 I was able to experience this first-hand during its 

installation at the Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI) in Melbourne in 2014. Walking 

though one of the illuminated ‘cones’ created the feeling of being entirely enveloped within a 

screen. As Michaud and Michelson describe, the unfolding of the spectacle in the dark is a 

theatrical experience reminiscent of cinema that produces the illusion of "solid light".276 Unlike 

Huyghe’s L’expédition scintillante, Act 2, Untitled (Light Box), in Line Describing A Cone, McCall 

invites the viewer to move in and out of the light, temporarily becoming the screen.  

 

Manipulating light to create the illusion of three-dimensional space has been most successfully 

translated through holography. While I was flicking between channels on the television in my hotel 

room on my most recent visit to Tokyo, I came across a unique music concert. Rather than 

listening to a band or solo artist, crowds of spectators were waving neon-coloured rods in the air 

listening to what appeared to be a computer-generated anime character. On closer inspection,  

 
274 Amelia Barikin and Victoria Lynn, eds., Pierre Huyghe (TarraWarra, Vic: TarraWarra Museum of Art 
2015). 
275 Philippe-Alain Michaud and Annette Michelson, "Line Light: The Geometric Cinema of Anthony 
McCall," October 137 (2011): 3–22. 
276 Michaud and Michelson, "Line Light,” 7. 
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the anime character was a sixteen-year-old virtual vocaloid277 from Sapporo known as ‘Hatsune 

Miku’ (2011, figure 83). Created by the audio-media company Crypton Future Media, Hatsune 

uses a combination of motion-capture technology and projection onto a transparent curved screen 

to create the illusion of a three-dimensional performer. Although this technique appears innovative 

and futuristic, its mechanics are similar to the ‘Pepper’s Ghost’ illusion.278 As Barbara Stafford 

comments, holography is characterised by the transformation of light into space. Unlike cinema 

or projection that alludes to the existence of an alternate space that exists outside of the viewer, 

the hologram directly engages with our visual and sensorimotor systems, altering our sense of 

perception.279 Peter Zec expands on this, arguing that holographic space interferes with our 

understanding of traditional image space in real time by opening up a new space from inside the 

image, revealing it as an illusion of reality.280 Unlike 3D or VR platforms that require external 

paraphernalia to be activated, holography works within existing fields of perception to create the 

illusion of three-dimensional space. There are numerous contemporary fine art practitioners, 

including Bruce Nauman, Louise Bourgeois and Eric Orr, who have explored holography as a 

vehicle to expand the spaces from inside the picture plane. The End (1997, figure 84) by Ed 

Ruscha uses the holographic image to occupy a space between the static film cell image and the 

moving screen-based image. The work pulls apart the construct of cinema by transforming the 

viewer into the projector and the screen simultaneously, functioning as both the vehicle for the 

moving image and the site of the image reception. Rather than relying on an isolated light source, 

the image can exist in ambient light, removing it from the isolated black-box environment of 

cinema.  

 
277 This is voice synthesizer software developed by Yamaha that was released commercially in 2004. 
278 This theatrical illusion was developed in the early nineteenth century by English scientist John Henry 
Pepper. It uses a glass ‘screen’ to reflect the image of a performer located in an off-stage area onto its 
surface to create the visual impression of a ghost. 
279 Barbara Maria Stafford, Ribbon of Darkness (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), loc. 287 of 3879, 
Kindle Edition. 
280 Peter Zec, "The Aesthetic Message of Holography," Leonardo (Oxford) 22, no. 3/4 (1989): 425–30.  
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As our understanding of light evolves, so too does our understanding of its material implications. 

Artist Brian Eno states, light is sculpted; we manipulate its physical properties to further enhance 

our relationship to the screen-based image and space.281 Light is in flux, and therefore, the screen 

and the screen-based image are also in a constant state of motion. The Looking Glass Factory is 

a Brooklyn based technology company specialising in Immersive Display technology. The 

company’s most recent innovation is a mobile screen-based device that enables motion-based 

holographic displays, creating three-dimensional imagery that does not rely on external 

paraphernalia to exist (2020, figure 85). The screen itself resembles a small glass box, 

reminiscent of a diorama. Similar to mobile screen-based devices, but separate to virtual reality 

and cinema, the Looking Glass screens activate the entire body of the viewer. We can orient 

ourselves in ‘real space’ while choosing to enter screen-space.  

 

Phenomenologically speaking, the impact of light is amplified by the presence of simultaneous 

darkness. As Stafford comments, “Light is never enough; it takes contrastive darkness to make it 

startling.”282 It is the disorienting effect of darkness that encourages full immersion into an 

alternate space. Richard Wilson’s installation 20:50 (1987, figure 86) consists of gallons of waste 

engine oil that is poured into a space, creating a flawless, reflective surface. A narrow platform is 

cut into the space, allowing visitors to walk through the black mass. Rather than using a mirrored 

surface that creates a shallow and flattened surface, Wilson comments that the volume of the  

 

 

 

 

 
281 Universityofambience, Brian Eno Video Art & Light Sculptures Norddeutscher Rundfunck 1986, 
YouTube video, 12:25, online video, posted May 8, 2015, accessed March 16, 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Siifl3y-Rs. 
282 Stafford, Ribbon of Darkness, loc. 2453 of 3879, Kindle Edition. 
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Figure 86 Richard Wilson 20:50 1987, recycled engine oil-filled room, installation view, 
dimensions variable. © ‘guerilla’ strategy. 
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waste oil creates a depth that has a startling effect on the viewer.283 Aside from the obvious 

dichotomy of light and dark, the work also considers the visible and the invisible. As theorist Trinh 

T. Minh-ha observes, creative practices—including the creation of images through screen-based 

devices—are informed by our knowledge of ‘the seen’, and often fail to consider the inherent 

duality of the unseen.284 Both Wilson’s and McCall’s installations create opportunities for the 

viewer to occupy a space between light and the void by hinting at the presence of a space that 

exists beyond the visible world. For Noam M. Elcott, artificial darkness is as vital to supporting the 

existence of the screen as artificial light. Elcott argues that controlled artificial darkness, in the 

form of ‘black screens’285, suspends corporeality in favour of the reception and production of 

images.286 Therefore, future imaginings of the post-screen must consider a revised understanding 

of light and dark, but also the seen and the unseen.  

 

The future of the screen is uncertain. As our relationship to light, space and matter continue to 

expand and develop, so does our relationship to the screen-object and the screen-based image 

as a product of visual perception. There is a benefit to imagining these new ‘screen-worlds’ to 

enhance our perception of the image and to understand the screen as something that extends 

beyond the visual. The screen is a way of harnessing what we can perceive, what our physical 

senses are able to physically detect, but there is also scope to imagine future iterations of the 

screen that will enable us to extend beyond the limits of what we can physically perceive. The 

 
283 Out of Sync – Art in Focus, Richard Wilson, YouTube video, 8:14, online video, posted March 15, 
2020, accessed September 28, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYRo5nfPHRA. The work was 
first shown in London and purchased by the Saatchi Gallery where it was continuously shown in each 
of the gallery’s venues from 1991 - 2015. It was also temporarily installed in the National Gallery of 
Australia in 1996 and in 2015 David Walsh purchased the work for MONA in Tasmania. 
284 Trinh T. Minh-ha, “The Image and the Void,” Journal of Visual Culture 15, no. 1 (April 2016): 131–40. 
285 In Noam M. Elcott’s text, ‘black screens’ refer to the velvet light traps used in theatre to omit light, but 
also early forms of image masking technologies. Noam M. Elcott, “Black Screens,” in Artificial Darkness: 
An Obscure History of Modern Art and Media, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2016), 77–133.  
286 Noam M. Elcott, “Introduction,” in Artificial Darkness: An Obscure History of Modern Art and Media, 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2016), 1–16.  
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future screen—or post-screen—may serve as a viewing device, a window, or a portal into these 

alternate dimensions. Mysticism is one possible method of creatively imagining the spaces that 

exist beyond the scope of what we know. We demonstrate faith in screen-based objects; we 

believe that they will just ‘work’ without necessarily having a clear knowledge and understanding 

of how. The screen and the screen-based image are an illusion that rely on the suspension of 

belief to exist and it is the role of the artist to mediate the spaces between the seen and the 

unseen to explore and interpret new ways of seeing. Therefore, the screen is not so much a 

glowing rectangle, but a formless, ethereal entity constructed from light and matter that moves 

between the visible and the invisible.  
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C 
Conclusion 

 

 

The doubleness of the screen as thing and idea, verbal and visual image, literal 
assemblage and metaphorical notion is also characteristic of the totality in which 

it participates. The screen in other words, must not be regarded as merely a 
support for the projection of images, it must be regarded as an image itself or at 

least part of a larger image.287 
 

The medium is the message. There is an unquestioning truth and practicality to Marshall 

McLuhan’s iconic statement,288 but the unstable nature of the screen and its fluid ontology 

highlight that the message, in this instance, is the medium. There is an assumed knowledge of 

the screen that is based on its various forms as they exist in the present moment. It is for this 

reason, as W.J.T. Mitchell proposes, that they should be considered as metonymic or 

synecdochic figures that form a part of a larger whole, particularly in the context of discussions 

relating to screen cultures.289 Although, as Mitchell continues, almost anything can become a 

screen if positioned in a certain way to a system of representation, there is still a need to 

understand the screen as a living component that contributes to and directly impacts the work of 

art. This research follows Mitchell’s proposition for a new vernacular version of screen theory that 

builds on ordinary language and everyday practices to generate new research that investigates 

 
287 Yale University Art Gallery, “What Is a Screen?: Screening Nature,”. 
288 McLuhan, “The Medium Is the Message,” 397–399. 
289 Yale University Art Gallery, “What Is a Screen?: Screening Nature,”. 
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the essence of the screen through an account of its being in the world.290 Therefore, 

understanding the ‘liveness’ of the screen in relation to its position in the present moment is helpful 

in ascertaining its independence and in recognising it as a fluid entity that has aesthetic, 

dimensional and temporal significance. Rather than becoming entangled in the semiotics or 

complex history of the terms ‘projection’ or ‘screening’, the status of the screen as either ‘active’ 

or ‘inactive’ liberates it from the restrictions of categorisation and assists its aesthetic 

interpretation while serving to protect the creative integrity of screen-based artworks.  

 

The material screen operates from a position of inactivity. Our awareness of it is primarily driven 

by commercial desire, which, in recent history, has been informed by the materials and 

technologies that paradoxically enable the screen to appear self-effacing. I have avoided an 

exhaustive exploration of substrates to move beyond a purely material investigation of the screen 

surface in favour of a more provocative line of enquiry designed to agitate the collapse of the 

screen-illusion through distortions in scale, quality, and size. For the screen to exist using current 

modes of perception, it is reliant on the co-existence of the screen-object and the screen-based 

image. However, as modes of spectatorship move towards intuitive extensions of the physical 

body—for instance, is the case of mobile screen-based devices—so the fate and form of the 

material screen are directed, almost entirely, by the agency of the viewer.    

 

The projected screen is active. We know from the suffix ‘-ject’ that the act of throwing is central to 

the term ‘project’ and in the instance of the screen, it refers not only to the throwing of light onto 

a surface, but also to the psychological transfer of experience or emotion onto someone or 

something. In this sense, the screen has a similar function to an echo or a stain, and it possesses 

a nostalgic quality that reflects human memory, experience and perception. In my work, I use a 

 
290 Yale University Art Gallery, “What Is a Screen?: Screening Nature,”. 
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combination of analogue and digital technologies to exercise the metaphor of screens as ghosts 

and to acknowledge the history of the screen as an illusory, phantomic presence that plays on 

the human traits of fear and desire, particularly when confronted by that which is considered to 

be other-worldly. Although this is a limited metaphor—in the sense that the screen is more 

expansive than a singular, ghostly form—it reinforces the screen’s existence as a spectral entity 

that is influenced by but not entirely directed by human intervention.  

 

The radiant screen is both active and inactive. Its relationship to direct and indirect light mean that 

its existence relies upon the ability of the viewer to perceive it either as a surface or a container. 

Its active/inactive state is informed by its relationship to atmospheric or environmental influences, 

and as such, it adopts a fluid, transmaterial form that can exist across multiple dimensions 

simultaneously. I have demonstrated that creative practitioners have agency to mediate these 

spaces using methods that are closer to mystical practices. I have also explored this by creating 

works that enable a dualistic reading of the screen as both an active and inactive entity. 

 

Therefore, the screen exists in an active/inactive state of flux, and our ability to activate the 

inactive material screen on demand serves to bring images into the present moment, making 

screens hyperanachronic. Inevitably, there will be exceptions that exist outside of these instances 

of activity (or inactivity); however, I hope that this vitalist model of the screen as a hyperanachronic 

entity will provide a useful framework for future researchers who seek to adopt a poetic, narrative 

or practical approach to imagining future iterations of the screen (or post-screen).  
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